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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the development and- the implementation of a plan 

to demonstrate the infusing of environmental education (EE) into the 

curriculum at Jackie Robinson Middle School (JR), in the Milwaukee Public 

School System (MPS). Literature in EE suggests that infusion is currently the 

most effective method of integrating EE into the K-12 curriculum. The infusion 

plan for JR involves a review of the accelerated learning model, implications 

for curriculum development at JR, and an assessment of what MPS presently 

has in place to implement the teaching of EE. The most effective facet of this 

plan was the establishment of a committee of nine people, ref erred to as the JR 

Collegial Team, which was able to influence and build support for this project 

among students and staff, specifically working to put lessons in place that 

encouraged teacher participation in four "environmental days". Riverside 

Urban Environmental Center (RUEC), an outdoor site, was an appropriate 

setting to awaken environmental sensitivity in the participants. During the 

third week in May, students and staff were transported to RUEC for one of four 

days of environmental activities, which included a picnic, and games in an 

outdoor setting. A survey of adult participants and adult observers revealed 

positive reactions with few exceptions.. Recommendations included a more 

formal presentation of environmental issues, investigative skills and citizen 

action strategies, as well as a concerted effort to incorporate EE into the JR 

curriculum in the accelerated school model, to which JR is currently 

committed. 

iv 
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THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 

The Statement of the Problem 

This project proposes to develop an action plan that will demonstrate a 

method of involving both staff and students at Jackie Robinson Middle School 

in the infusion of environmental education into the curriculum in an 

integrated manner. 

The Subproblems 

The first subproblem is to assess the climate of Jackie Robinson Middle 

School. A direction for this action plan must be determined which will 

generate an interest among the staff and students toward the end of promoting 

environmental education. To be successful, this action plan must be integrated 

with the current effort toward accelerated learning to which JR is presently 

committed. 

The second subproblem will be to review the Milwaukee Public Schools' 

existing plan for implementation of the State of Wisconsin mandate regarding 

the incorporation of environmental education: A Guide for Curriculum 

Planning in Environmental Education. It will include an interview with Ms. 

Carmen Baxter, the district EE specialist, and the expected result would be to 

obtain a copy of the MPS scope and sequence plan for the teaching of EE. 
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The third subproblem is to develop a workable plan for initiating the 

infusion of EE into the curriculum at JR. This will be accomplished by the 

organization of a committee consisting of JR staff to assist in working on this 

project. This committee's tasks will be: 

l.to decide which EE concepts will be infused into the curriculum in 

general, and into which specific curricular areas 

2. they will aid in the selection of lesson plans; and 

3. they will promote interest and enthusiasm among the staff for this 

project. 

The Delimitations 

1. This project will follow the guidelines of Milwaukee Public Schools 

for teaching environmental education. 

2. This project will first and foremost be developed for use at JR, an 

accelerated middle school. 

3. This project will use the infusion method of promoting 

environmental education. 

4. This project will not attempt to develop new curriculum, but rather 

integrate EE with existing curricula. 

5. This project will be evaluated by an informal collection and 

interpretation of data. 
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The Definition of Terms 

In completing this project the following terms will be used and defined 

as follows: 

Environmental education - the education necessary for 

citizens to achieve and maintain a balance between the quality of life 

and the quality of the environment. 

infusion - refers to the incorporation of environmental 

education into the entire middle school curriculum. Every subject at 

every level will demonstrate in some way the intrinsic importance of 

the environment. 

Action plan - a series of steps which will result in a plan to 

demonstrate the infusion of environmental concepts into the JR 

curriculum. 

Abbreviations 

In completing this project the following abbreviations will be used: 

EE environmental education 

JR Jackie Robinson Middle School, located in Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin. 

MPS Milwaukee Public Schools, the district name of Milwaukee's 

Public Schools. 

RUEC the Riverside Urban Environmental Center, located at the 

intersection of North Bartlett and East Locust Streets in Milwaukee. 

ALP the Accelerated Learning Project 
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Assumptions 

The first assumption upon which this project is based is that there is a 

need to implement the State of Wisconsin mandate to teach EE at JR. 

The second assumption is that interest and support for the 

implementation of EE can best be engendered through the establishment of a 

committee of JR personnel. 

The third assumption is that some JR personnel have had background in 

EE and have an interest in promoting it. 

The fourth assumption is that MPS has committed to promote EE, and has 

already developed a scope and sequence with some plan, for its 

implementation. 

The Importance of the Study 

At the present time Jackie Robinson Middle School has no provision for 

the teaching of EE in any curricular area except as a six week science unit in 

an eighteen unit cycle. Students receive this instruction once in their middle 

school experience. To be effective, environmental education must be 

continuous through the school grades and beyond. Developing a greater 

environmental awareness seems critical in an urban area where concentrated 

populations and poverty acutely affect students' lives. For many of these 

students there is neither quality of life nor quality of their environment. 

Urban students need to be literate about environmental concepts and to be able 

to form opinions on environmental issues affecting their lives in order to 

understand that they have the potential to improve their environment. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Goals And Objectives For Environmental Education 

The goal of environmental education is to produce citizens committed to 

achieving and maintaining a dynamic equilibrium between the quality of life 

and the quality of the environment (Engelson, 1985 ). This will be achieved 

when we have citizens who are environmentally literate, that is, people who 

are willing and able to make environmental decisions consistent with the 

quality of human life and the quality of the environment. This presumes 

people understand the wide variety of environmental issues and learn to 

investigate and evaluate these issues prior to taking environmental actions. To 

this end we must give our students knowledge of ecological foundations, 

awareness of issues and of human values, skills to investigate and evaluate 

issues and solutions, and the skills necessary to take responsible human action 

(Hungerford, 1992). An important predictor of positive environmental 

behavior is an attribute called environmental sensitivity . Persons with this 

quality are most likely to promote the goals and objectives of environmental 

education. This sensitivity is developed in persons having long-term 

interactions with nature and with familial and non familial adult role models 

(Peterson 1981 ). Outdoor experiences such as a nature walk, or as simple sa 

educational and recreational activities can promote environmental sensitivity 

(Volk, 1990). 
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Infusing Environmental Education Into The Curriculum 

Choosing to promote EE by infusion is a pragmatic approach. There will 

never be space in the curriculum for another subject, nor will there be more 

time to prepare. It is then practical to infuse EE into the current curriculum 

(Disinger, 1987). John Muir once remarked, "when we try to pick out 

anything by itself we find it is hitched to everything on the universe". It is 

the nature of EE to touch every subject in the curriculum. The child's EE 

curriculum must be integrated with and connected to the total curriculum ( 

Iozzi, 1987). We need to look at EE as the whole into which all other fragments 

fit (Charles, 1987). Research supports the need for a student's EE to be 

pervasive: throughout the grades, throughout the school's curricula . How best 

to do this but by infusion (Hungerford, 1987)! As EE already permeated the 

curriculum, why isolate it and teach it as a separate curriculum? It would be 

better to help teachers environmentalize the curriculum (Engelson, 1987). 

The developmental nature of EE is better served by weaving environmental 

concepts through the curriculum fabric from K-12. EE is an on-going task of 

continuing education (McClaren, 1987). 

The Importance Of The Teacher In Environmental Education 

Teachers are an important facet for training an environmentally 

literate population. If they do not have environmental action skills, these will 

not be imparted to their students (Wilke, 1985). Role models appear to be 

equally important with outdoor experiences in developing environmental 

sensitivity; therefore, the EE program should include environmentally 

concerned and active individuals. Often teachers were named as models in 
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stimulating interest in environmental systems and providing educational and 

professional guidance ( Peterson, 1981). More than a knowledge of science, 

teachers need enthusiasm to teach EE (Ritz, 1977). Inservicing teachers is a 

basic component of an effective EE program (McCaw, 1979). 

Accelerated Learning 

The accelerated learning project is based on the educational philosophy 

of Henry Levin. It promotes establishing schools that focus on a child's 

strengths rather than his/her weaknesses. In these schools all children will 

have an equal opportunity to learn. Many students are "at-risk" because of the 

mismatch between the resources, skills, and experiences they bring from 

home and the expectations they find in school. There are many cultural and 

economic gaps between their values and experiences and those of mainstream 

education. Schools perceive these students as being underprepared; therefore 

teachers slow down the pace of the curriculum. As a consequence, the 

students are ever further and further behind. Accelerated learning attempts 

to eliminate the mismatch by recognizing the child as having the same 

characteristics and potential of all children. Acceleration can empower the 

whole community to define a unity of purpose, centered on the success of 

every child by building on strengths (Accelerated Learning Project, 1992). 
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PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

Treatment of Subproblem One 

Assessing the climate of Jackie Robinson Middle School was an 

important initial step in preparing this project. In the Fall of 1992, after my 

first summer in this Masters Program at Stevens Point, I returned to a school 

that was beginning to implement changes because of a commitment to serve as 

a pilot school for the Accelerated Learning Project (ALP) designed by Stanford 

University in California. Accelerated schools are based on the educational 

philosophy of Henry Levin which promotes establishing schools based on 

strengths rather than weaknesses of at-risk students. All the stakeholders of 

the school community - staff, students, parents, administrators, district office, 

business and community representatives - work together to bring powerful 

learning experiences to all students. Ideally, students of all ability levels are 

provided with challenging learning situations that allow them to contribute 

while pushing them to achieve new heights (Accelerated Learning Project, 

1994 ). Jackie Robinson is structured so that all classes are non-graded 

mixtures of 6th, 7th, and 8th grade students. The structure and programs at JR 

make it ideal for a project to begin infusion of environmental education into 

other areas of the curriculum besides science. The staff at JR is generally 

stable and very committed to presenting students with the best possible 

learning environment. Thus, an EE infusion project can present a viable 

model for integrating curriculum as promoted by the Accelerated Learning 

Project. 

This being the second year of the accelerated project, the time now 

seems appropriate for implementing EE infusion. The organizational 
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implications of the accelerated learning project are to gain approval for the 

project by presenting it initially in the Learning Cadre. With the approval of 

that cadre, I then presented my infusion project to the Steering Committee 

which, in turn, recommended it be put on the agenda for a School-as-a-Whole 

(SAW) meeting, where it gained final approval. Though the principal could 

block the project at this point, Mr. Alvin Spearman endorsed it with no 

reservations. My project promoted one of the curricular practices of 

accelerated schools by presenting a theme - environmental sensitivity, 

through which the curriculum could be integrated. The activities we planned 

to present were concrete, personal experiences, also promoted by ALP. The EE 

infusion project proposed universal access, making it open to all students and 

staff at JR. One instructional component of ALP is active and discovery 

learning, also a goal of my infusion project. I concluded, then, that in this the 

second year of the ALP project the time was appropriate to plan and carry out 

this project. 

Treatment of Subproblem Two 

Milwaukee Public Schools has had a long-standing commitment to 

environmental education. In the Spring of 1972 an environmental education 

curriculum project was developed and published for use in the system by ESEA, 

Title III, for infusing EE into the social studies, mathematics, language arts, 

and chemistry in elementary and secondary education. Although the word 

"infusion" was not used anywhere in the project, it was recommended to teach 

these lessons by integrating them into the existing curriculum. Presently the 

director of environmental education is Ms. Carmen Baxter. After a lengthy 

interview with Carmen Baxter in September of 1992, a copy of Milwaukee 

Public Schools' mission statement, performance goals, and K-12 learner 
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expectations for environmental education (Appendix A) was secured with the 

promise of personal and financial support from her office for any EE project. 

Milwaukee has no formal scope and sequence for the teaching of EE in this 

district. A working committee is in the process of translating learner 

expectations into action items to be integrated with the science curriculum. 

Treatment of Subproblem Three 

Recognizing that the accelerated program, demands a significant 

commitment of time to meetings and cadre work, it is clear that for this project 

to generate any predictable outcomes or have any importance at JR, it must 

involve other interested staff persons from the outset. The first step in 

planning this project is to establish a committee of staff members. The JR 

Collegial team was formed in September of 1993. Members were selected on the 

basis of their subject areas, their position in the building, their experience 

and interest in environmental education, and their willingness to meet at least 

monthly. This committee agreed not only was the presentation of 

environmental education to our students important, but also that infusion was 

a practical way to make the presentation of EE more effective. This committee 

decided to begin by examining the mission statement, performance goals and 

learner expectations for environmental education in Milwaukee Public 

Schools (Appendix A). A copy of the fundamental principles of EE from the 

DPI Guide for Curriculum Planning, and information on infusion (Appendix C) 

was provided for each member. I selected and presented these materials, as 

well as proposing an outdoor site, the Riverside Urban Environmental Center, 

which was endorsed by committee members after a visit there in January, 

1994. Committee members were knowledgeable of and involved in the subject 

areas they taught. This facilitated the planning of infusion. 



IMPLEMENTATION OF A PLAN TO DEMONSTRATE INFUSION OF EE AT 

JACKIE ROBINSON 

Overview of the Planning Process 

1 1 

In September, 1993, Riverside Urban Environmental Center presented a 

training inservice for middle school teachers for using the facilities at Bartlett 

and Locust Streets as an outdoor and environmental education resource in the 

1993-1994 school term. Attendance at the inservice entitled the teacher and 

her/his school to free use of the RUEC for the school term. Although the idea 

of using RUEC for this project had not yet been conceived, I was interested in 

getting familiar with resources available in the Milwaukee area. Eventually 

this inservice became very significant to the completion of this project. At 

this time also, I was conferring informally with colleagues at Jackie Robinson 

to determine their interests and backgrounds in environmental education. As 

a result of these conversations, eight JR staff members were invited to join a 

committee to work with me in improving the teaching of EE in our school 

structure and schedule. 

Toward the end of September, the opportunity to apply for a grant to do 

collegial planning arose; this recently formed committee became the JR 

Collegial Team (Appendix B). Our initial purpose was to integrate curriculum 

through the infusion of EE into many subject areas. This grant, from the Edna 

McConnell Clark Foundation was eventually awarded in November. It provided 

$400 in funds for "collegial planning" . These funds were used to purchase EE 

infusion resource materials for use among the staff at JR. 
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In October the JR Collegial team met for the first time. The purpose of 

this meeting was to identify the team members, share previous EE experiences, 

and present materials prepared for Milwaukee Public Schools by its 

Department of Curriculum and Instruction (Appendix A), in addition to 

materials from the Wisconsin DPI Curriculum Guide for planning in EE 

(Appendix C). Members of the JR Collegial team included a representative 

from each unit or family. Subject areas represented by the members included 

mathematics, science, social studies, video technology, music, and language 

arts. Qualities considered important in the selection of team members, besides 

their position in the school structure, included an interest in environmental 

education, enthusiasm for presenting learning to middle school students in a 

creative manner, as well as the ability and willingness to work with others. 

Many staff members who had these qualities were not selected simply to limit 

the size of the team to a workable group. Yet those not chosen remained an 

encouraging factor affecting our work; we knew there existed a base of likely 

professional support who'd help implement our project once it was in place. 

In November the JR Collegial team began to look at resources available 

at JR, the RUEC, Havenwoods Environmental Awareness Center, the Schlitz 

Audubon Nature Center, and Riveredge Nature Center. Team members were 

introduced to the EE Teacher Resource Handbook and were encouraged to share 

related resources at future meetings. Our first directive became the idea of 

developing lessons that would infuse EE at JR during our last six week unit. 

Because the science unit was already built around environmental principles, 

the team supported a concerted effort to infuse EE at that time. On January 21, 

1994, an inservice day for the MPS district and with the approval of our 

principal, the JR Collegial Team met at RUEC to familiarize members with the 

opportunities for an environmental experience at that particular location, and 

to consider the feasiblilty of doing an infusion experience with the staff and 
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students of JR at a location away from the school building. Else Ankel, director 

of the RUEC welcomed our visit, and encouraged us to incorporate RUEC into 

our future EE plans. Tentative dates for the third week in May were reserved 

at that site. I proposed to the Learning Cadre our plan to use RUEC for four 

days in May to present our teachers and students with an opportunity to infuse 

EE in other curricular areas in an outdoor setting. Our plan was discussed and 

approved. I brought the plan to the School Steering Committee for its 

approval. From this committee the project was put on the agenda of the next 

SAW meeting and I put it before the staff for final approval. This plan was 

received with enthusiasm in all committees and the "environmental days", as 

this plan had somehow become named, were officially entered into the school's 

master calendar for May 24, 25, 26, and 27, 1994. 

In February, the plan and purpose of these "environmental days" was 

presented to the entire staff and all were given the opportunity to volunteer 

to participate in at least one of these days. Surveys were distributed and 

collected at the meeting. Those not in attendance were polled during the 

following week. On the 44 surveys returned, 40 persons voluntarily chose to 

be part of the project at RUEC during the third week in May. This was nearly 

91 % of the JR teaching and support staff. 

During the weeks following, each member of the JR Collegial team 

concentrated on locating lessons that would link a particular subject area with 

at least one "Learner Expectation" for EE stated in the MPS guidelines (see 

Table I). On March 15, 1994, ideas were presented by team members to the JR 

Collegial Team in order to evaluate the feasibility of using them with our 

students at RUEC. Consideration was given to their use in an outdoor setting, 

the receptivity level of JR Middle School students toward the end of May, and 
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Table I 

THEME: DEVELOPING ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITMTY 

MPS EE SUBJECT AREA LESSON 
LEARNER 
EXPECTATION 

2C25 CREATIVE ARTS BUTTONS 
SKETCHING 
SUNDIALS 

2C32 LANGUAGE ARTS THE LORAX 
ADJECTIVES HUNT 
HAIKU 
WHITHER THE WEATHER 
OUTDOOR OBSERVING 

2Cll MATHEMATICS CLINOMETER UNIT 
MEASUREMENT 
SCAVENGER HUNT 

2Dll SCIENCE OZONOMETER 
2D31/2D34 EMISSIONS 
2A35 PLOT STUDIES 
2A23 AT THE EDGE OF THE 

WOODS 
2B31/2B33/2B34 MILWAUKEE RIVER AND 

ITS SHORES 
2A41 PENETROMETER 
2A23 STREET TREE PROJECT 

2B34 SOCIAL STUDIES HISTORY OF THE 
MILWAUKEE RIVER 

2B12 EARTH GAMES 
2B24 NATIVE AMERICANS 
2B23 DEADLY LINKS 
2B21 ETHI-REASONING 

2B23 CONSUMER ED WHAT DID YOUR LUNCH 
COST WILDLIFE ? 



the background of teachers and students in EE. It was agreed that for these 

days to be a success, they must be positive learning experiences both for 

teachers and students. Using the eight steps for infusion from the DPI guide 

for planning in EE, I organized the appropriate environmental "Learner 

Expectation" to match the subject area. All lessons had the environmental 

objective of promoting environmental sensitivity (Table 11). 
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Teachers were presented with a packet of ideas for lessons to use at RUEC 

at the beginning of May (Appendix D). They were encouraged to use these 

lessons or design lessons of their own that would link EE with their subject 

area. A sign-up sheet was included in the packet to prevent duplication of 

lessons selected. One committee member oversaw the selection and 

distribution of 

lessons. Jennifer Morgan, staff member for the Department of Natural 

Resources in Madison, was contacted as a possible presenter for one of the 

environmental days. We sent letters explaining the field trip, along with a 

permission slip, to parents. After-school trips to RUEC were arranged to aid 

interested teachers in their planning. Although it was the intent of this 

committee to include the entire staff and student body in this project, in the 

end the team of teachers attending on a particular day determined which of 

their students would participate. Securing permission slips and excluding 

students with long term negative behavioral patterns were two factors which 

provided a structured yet congenial experience. 

Description of the "Environmental Days" 

On Tuesday, May 24, 1994, eight teachers and 93 students were bused to 

RUEC. Students attended 4 sessions of 40 minutes each. I arranged the activities 

on the basis of their variety, and scheduled the students by their preassigned 

groups. A picnic lunch and games gave the group time to relax and enjoy the 



Table II A 

INFUSED LESSON: EARTH GAMES 

1. Environmental topic to be infused 
2B12 In American culture,desire for status, exotic materials and 
experiences are perceived as needs 

2. Subject area 
Social Studies 

3. Environmental objective 
promoting environmental sensitivity 

4. Environmental content to be added 
impact of technology at RUEC 

5. Instructional procedures 
creating earth games; recreation in early 1900's 

6. Process skills 
comparing, contrasting, observing 

7. New resources 
outdoor setting 

8. Related activities or topics 
impact of technology in other areas of our lives 
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Table II B 

INFUSED LESSON: ADJECTNE HUNT 

l. Environmental topic to be infused 
2C32 awareness of the structure,variety and artistic use of language 

2. Subject area 
language arts 

3. Environmental objective 
promoting environmental sensitivity 

4. Environmental content to be added 
discovering textures of natural and manufactured objects 

5. Instructional procedures 
locate objects at RUEC to fit adjectives listed on worksheet 

6. Process skills 
observing, comparing, contrasting 

7. New resources 
outdoor setting 

8. Related activities 
write descriptive paragraphs 
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Table II C 

INFUSED LESSON: CLINOMETERS 

l. Environmental topic to be infused 
2Cll realizing the quality ofimmediate environment and that beyond 
their surroundings 

2. Subject area 
mathematics 

3. Environmental objective 
environmental sensitivity 

4. Environmental content to be added 
awareness of trees and how they grow. 

5. Instructional procedures 
how to calculate the heights of trees with a clinometer; using a formula 

6. Process skills 
observing, measuring, comparing 

7. New resources 
clinometers 

8. Related activities 
water rockets 

18 
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outdoor setting before returning to Robinson for the last period of the school 

day. On Wednesday, May 25, 1994, a second group attended RUEC. This group 

included 120 students and 10 staff members. A similar schedule was followed 

with the groups attending on Thursday and Friday. On each day a new group 

of students attended. The teachers on a particular day were those normally 

assigned to work with that set of students. Though some of us attended on more 

than one day, most teachers were at RUEC for only one day. The lessons that 

were presented varied with the teachers who attended (See Table 3). 

On each of these day students reported to their first hour classes where 

attendance was taken, permission slips verified, lunches and lunch money 

collected from students and delivered to the school cafeteria. Tentative lunch 

counts, submitted early in May, were revised to match the students attending 

RUEC. The first hour class was also used to inform students of the groupings 

for activities. The traveling time to RUEC from JR is approximately 15 minutes. 

As students arrived, they were assembled around the leader of the first 

activity, each teacher having lists of all students' groups and their rotation. 

Some teachers, having visited RUEC prior to this day, had selected a site for 

their activities, others were assigned a particular area based on the nature of 

the activity (i.e., the river study was located on the east bank of the Milwaukee 

River), and other teachers spontaneously selected a site conducive to their 

particular activity. 

After a session of 3 5 minutes each teacher accompanied his/her group 

to a designated exchange spot, the red equipment shed, and gathered his/her 

assigned group for session two. A five minute time was ample for the 

reorganization of students. After a morning of four classes, students 

assembled near the center and retrieved their lunches. Directions were given 

that would insure the safety of students at this site. Boxes were provided to 
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Table III 

GROUP ROTATION FOR THURSDAY 

TEACHER & TOPIC 9:30 to 10:10 to 10:50 to 11:30 to 
10:05 10:45 11:25 12:05 

Harris 1 2 3 4 
Pocket Sundial 

Coleman 2 3 4 5 
Adjective Hunt 

Duzinske 3 4 5 6 
Clinometers 

Pahl 4 5 6 7 
Lorax 

Scharrer-Erickson 5 6 7 8 
River Study 

Johnson 6 7 8 9 
Environmental Buttons 

Plunkett 7 8 9 10 
Cars and People 

Yench 8 9 10 11 
Haiku 

Jarvis 9 10 11 1 
Scavanger Hunt 

Curran 10 11 1 2 
Edge of the Woods 

Buckholt 11 1 2 3 
Plot Study 
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encourage students to sort and recycle what remained from lunches. This was 

eventually bagged and removed to JR for proper disposal. The park provided 

ample space for baseball, football, frisbee tosses, rocket launching, nature 

walks, or other typical middle school student interactions. The indoor facility 

provided room for three separate activities to run simultaneously, but was not 

open to students for recreation. A separate bathroom with running water was 

available in the park. Students cleaned up the park before leaving, and 

boarded the buses to return to JR and attend their assigned eighth hour class. 

On Friday, May 27, Ms. Jennifer Morgan, Air Educator for the Wisconsin 

Department of Natural Resources, joined the JR staff at RUEC as a presenter on 

air quality. With Eisenhower funds, Carmen Baxter provided professional 

leave for 10 MPS middle school teachers from other schools in the district to 

observe and evaluate this project. Funds from her office also provided 

additional substitutes for JR to release one or two more teachers per day to 

teach at the site. 

The intent of the plan to infuse EE by setting up designated 

environmental days at RUEC was designed to include all the students and staff. 

The staff, however, was given the opportunity to chose to participate directly 

in the project. Student attendance for the project was influenced by 

attendance at school on the designated day of the project, the return of a 

parental permission slip for the day, and a collegial decision of the staff 

accompanying the students to include or exclude a particular student. A plan to 

provide learning activities for any students deliberately excluded from this 

trip was provided and approved by the administration at JR. 
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EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL DAYS 

I created concise ten statement evaluation tool for use among the adults 

involved in this project (Table IV). Adult attitudes toward the project, after the 

event, were valued as an indicator of the direction to pursue in order to 

continue the infusing of EE at Jackie Robinson. Because teachers are key role 

models in the formation of an environmentally literate population, and 

perhaps the only role models many urban students presently have, their 

attitudes toward this project were considered essential. This evaluation was 

distributed, completed and collected at the June 6, 1994 staff meeting. 

Observers who were not members of the JR school community, were contacted 

by mail. 

Whether the adult was an observer or participator was ascertained by 

the first question. The importance of the respondents' answers depended upon 

how they were involved in the project. Observers included adult members of 

the JR staff who were involved in the project but did not teach a lesson at 

RUEC, including our principal, Mr. Alvin Spearman, who transported student 

lunches to the site on each of the four days. It might also include teachers for 

whom it was necessary to remain at JR so that they could interact with students 

who did not choose to attend. The 10 teachers from other buildings in the MPS 

district who were given professional leave to observe this project were also 

included in the survey, as well as Else Ankle, director of RUEC, and Carmen 

Baxter, the director of EE for MPS. The responses of these aforementioned 

observers were very constructive and, to me, a measure of the success of this 

project. Observer responses are summarized in Table V. 

Participant responses are tabulated in Table VI. Participants were the 

adults presenting the activities. The responses of the participants were almost 
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Table N 

EVALUATION OF JR'S ENVIRONMENTAL DAYS AT RUEC 

PLEASE RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS AS ACCURATELY AS POSSIBLE 

BY CIRCLING THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE. 

1. I was an ( OBSERVER, PARTICIPANT) in this project. 

2. My overall feeling is that this project was a ( SUCCESS, NOT A SUCCESS). 

3. My contribution was ( VALUED, NOT VALUED). 

4. This project was a ( POSITIVE, NEGATIVE ) experience for the staff at JR. 

5. This project was a ( POSITNE, NEGATIVE) experience for the students 
at JR. 

6. This project ( RAISED, DID NOT AFFECT ) my environmental awareness. 

7. This project ( RAISED, DID NOT AFFECT ) the environmental awareness 
of the students. 

8. I ( WOULD, WOULD NOT) participate in another project like this next 
year. 

9. I ( SEE, DO NOT SEE ) ways to incorporate environmental issues and 
princi-ples into my subject area in the future. 

10. I ( WOULD, WOULD NOT) like to learn more about infusing environ
mental education in my curricular area. 

11. Comments and suggestions for improving this project are welcome. Add 
them to the back of this paper. 

PLEASE RETURN THIS SURVEY TO ANNETTE PLUNKETT. THANKS. 



Table V 

Observer Responses to Evaluation Survey 

Item Number of Observers 

1 16 respondents 

2 Success: 13 Not a success: 0 Not applicable: 3 

3 Valued: 12 Not valued: 0 Not applicable: 4 

4 Positive: 11 Not positive: 0 Not applicable: 5 

5 Positive: 11 Not positive: 0 Not applicable: 5 

6 Raised: 6 Not raised: 6 Not applicable: 4 

7 Raised: 9 Not raised: 2 Not applicable: 5 

8 Would: 11 Would not: 0 Not applicable: 5 

9 See: 11 Not see: 1 Not applicable: 4 

10 Would: 11 Would not: 0 Not applicable: 5 

Comments: 

• Have students keep a journal and add an entry at close of each session, 
stating what they have learned. 

• Include exceptional education students next year. 

• Involve more students. Attendance not contingent upon permission slips 
returned. 

• I am not from JR but this appeared to be a positive experience for JR 
students 

• Students should carry clipboards. 

• Incorporate community experts to add career awareness 

• Cooperation of the JR staff is impressive. 
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Table VI 

Participant Responses to Evaluation Survey 

Item Number of Participants 

1 21 respondents 

2 Success: 19 Not a success: 2 Not applicable: 0 

3 Valued: 20 Not valued: 1 Not applicable: 0 

4 Positive: 21 Not positive: 0 Not applicable: 0 

5 Positive: 20 Not positive: 0 Not applicable: 1 

6 Raised: 16 Not raised: 5 Not applicable: 0 

7 Raised: 19 Not raised: 2 Not applicable: 0 

8 Would: 20 Would not: 1 Not applicable: 0 

9 See: 20 Do not see: 0 Not applicable: 1 

10 Would: 20 Would not: 0 Not applicable: 2 

Comments: 

• Organize students on buses for role count and save time. 

• Keep trouble-makers at school. 

• Schedule earlier in May. 

• This project also raised historic awareness of students. 

• Good variety in classes; good organization; positive for students 

• Do next year. Make it an annual event. 

• Design lesson to prepare kids before RUEC event 

• Surprised at depth of environmental awareness in urban kids; they also 
have knowlegde of commuting habits of teachers 
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Table VII 

REPORTED FOLLOW-UP ACTMTIES 

1. Class discussion of RUEC activities in susequent classes. 

2. Display of student sketching on hall bulletin board. 

3. Printing of Haiku poetry in computer class. 

4. Graphing cars and people survey results in math class. 

5. Viewing of slides and video in communications lab. 

6. Wearing of environmental buttons. 

7. Predicting time and reading pocket sundials in science class. 

8. Writing a five paragraph theme "Environmental Day at RUEC" for portfolio 
in Language Arts class. 
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entirely positive. They viewed this project to infuse EE as a success. The 

comments of each group are summarized at the bottom of each table. 

The statements on the survey were more directly applicable to those 

adults who participated in the project as presenters. These adults were 

responsible for the preparation of materials for the lesson, the presenting of 

the actual lesson, and the management of students at the site. Responses to all 

the statements are strongly positive and one measure of this project's success 

in terms of adult attitudes toward the environmental days. Participants 

indicated this project raised their environmental awareness and that of their 

students. Almost all participants said they would support a project like this 

again next year. Whether the students or teachers gained environmental 

sensitivity, and whether involvement in this project raised awareness or 

knowledge of environmental principles or issues is not measureable in the 

scope of this project. 

Some teachers chose to reinforce the activities of the day at RUEC by 

following up with classroom activities on subsequent days. Examples of 

reported follow-up activities included class discussion and sharing of activities 

from the day at RUEC. The Art class displayed their sketches on a hall bulletin 

board. Some students carried their pocket sundials or wore the environmental 

buttons they had designed. Haiku poetry was printed in Computer class and 

the Video Tech class reviewed the slides and video tape of events at RUEC. 

These extensions are listed in Table VII. One teacher from each unit who was 

also a member of the JR Collegial team, was asked to administer a student 

survey in all classes on the day following the environmental day at RUEC 

(Table VIII). The following factors diminished the importance of the student 

responses: Many students, involved in the school musical were absent from 

classes because of rehearsal. Eighth grade students were involved in practice 

for completion exercises. Surveys were not administered to all classes. The 
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Table VIII 

STUDENT EVALUATION OF TRIP TO RUEC 

1. I (attended, did not attend) the environmental day at RUEC. 

2. The activity I enjoyed the most was: 

3. The activity I enjoyed the least was: 

4. One important way I can take care of the earth is: 

5. I think JR (should, should not) have environmental days next year. 
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student responses, completed by those who attended, numbered 213. No 

particular pattern developed from the responses to questions 2, 3, or 4. 

Preference for an activity seemed to reflect student attitudes toward the 

specific presenter, rather than the activity presented. The weather seemed to 

affect the attitude of students on Thursday, when the temperatures hovered 

around 50 F and many students were not appropriately dressed. 187 students 

who enjoyed this experience thought Environmental Days should be held in 

the 1994-1995 school term. 
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CONCLUSION 

In many respects this project was a success. It demonstrated infusion to 

the staff and students at JR, and it modeled integration of curriculum around a 

theme. From the outset, the JR Collegial Team provided support. These peole 

willingly worked together to infuse and integrate curricula, with no financial 

remuneration motivating them. They simply believed it was a worth while 

project for all Jackie Robinson students and staff. Twice a month from October 

through May a group of people met to focus on environmental education. 

Consequently, for more than half of the school term, nine people were 

operating with a heightened awareness of environmental principles, issues, 

and resources. These teachers searched for appropriate lessons, not only to 

infuse an environmental lesson with a subject area of the curriculum, but also 

to consider activities that would direct student learning through concrete 

personal experiences. The administration was never an obstacle to completing 

this project. The principal allowed flexibility in scheduling to make possible 

the necessary trips to RUEC for planning. In support of the "Environmental 

Days" he committed himself not only to delivering the students' lunches to the 

outdoor site but, in addition, spent time questioning kids on the activities they 

had participated in each day. 

This entire project involved the staff and student body at JR either 

directly, through their active participation at the site, or indirectly, by a 

willingness to change schedules to accommodate those involved in the project. 

The February preliminary sign-up survey indicated that 40 of 44 persons 

responding were willing to participate in outdoor environmental activities at 

RUEC. This is 90.9% of those given the opportunity to volunteer. In the actual 
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four "Environmental Days" 27 of a possible 38 teachers, 71 %, attended and 

presented an environmental activity. Of a possible 535 students, 400, a 75%, 

attended and participated in environmental activities. For these teachers it 

meant being actively involved with students from 7:50 a.m. until the end of the 

student day at 2:40 p.m. The necessary tasks of obtaining parental permission 

slips, collecting money, projecting a lunch count for the cafeteria, arranging 

students into working groups to set the stage for receptivity was accomplished 

without complaint. Preparing an environmental lesson and teaching in an 

outdoor setting was an adventure for those not faint of heart. 

This project had the endorsement and financial support of MPS. Not 

only were teachers provided the opportunity to observe this 

project by being granted professional leave, but Carmen Baxter spent a day 

with us at RUEC. At her request, the complete set of lessons prepared for use at 

RUEC by JR was donated to RUEC. Familiarizing our students and staff with 

RUEC as a unique urban green space was a benefit both to us and to RUEC. 

Established in very recent years, this exposure to RUEC was welcomed by both 

the director, Dr. Else Ankel, and Ms. Carmen Baxter (Appendix E). 

Another measure of the success of this project was the positive attitude 

of the JR students in this outdoor setting, and, in general, for these 

environmental activities. When interviewed by the school media club, these 

students displayed an appreciation of outdoor sites, such as RUEC and Riverside 

Park. They acknowledged the need to keep urban green spaces for wildlife 

and for people. They expressed concern over the evidence of littering and the 

need to recycle. 

This plan to demonstrate infusion was an undertaking that is far from 

complete. It now is apparent that it was but an initial step which must 

continue and be expanded at JR. Lesson plans could be expanded and 

improved. The connections between a particular subject area and 
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environmental principles could have been made clearer with longer 

prepartion time and more specific planning. The climate at JR seems 

receptive to improving the teaching of EE in the accelerated model. Teachers, 

support staff, administration, students and parents seem to have a growing 

awareness of the value of EE. at JR. Because of a funding shortage, the EE 

specialist in the MPS District is also the Science specialist. EE is again treated 

through the science curriculum. However, the EE "Learner Expectations" are 

presently being translated to action items by curriculum writing groups. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to more effectively infuse EE at JR, based on the experience 

gained from this project, I recommend the following items be considered: 

1. "Environmental Days" should be established as an annual event for 

the Jackie Robinson School Community. At the end of each school term groups 

of teachers and students look for culminating events to celebrate the change 

of seasons and the end of the school term. This is a relatively low-cost field 

trip, and Milwaukee has numerous suitable, outdoor sites to facilitate the 

presenting EE. 

2. That EE be considered as a theme for integrating curriculum at JR 

according to the accelerated model in the 1994-1995 school term so that the 

nature of EE become pervasive and permeate the curriculum (Engelson, 1987). 

3. The six week environmental unit presently in place in the JR 

curriculm be replaced with the Investigating and Evaluating Environmental 

Issues and Actions: Skill Development Modules (Hungerford, 1993) to help 

middle school learners develop the skills to become investigators of 

environmental issues and teach them citizen action strategies. This would 
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formalize the presenting of these necessary EE skills. We have a place in our 

curriculum for this unit. 

4. MPS should acknowledge the importance of EE by establishing a scope 

and sequence in the K-12 curriculum. This would facititate its presentation in 

a whole and integrated manner. 

5. More teachers should attend the NR 611 course presented annually at 

the Havenwoods Environmental Awareness Center in Milwaukee. 
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APPENDIX A 



ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION (Second Dtafl)

MISSION STATEMENT 

The mission ol environmental educ;ilion is lo help sludenls become environmentally knowledgeable, 
skilled, declic;:iled citizens who ;:ire willing lo work. indiviclu;:illy and collectively, loward c1chieving and 
maintaining a dynamic equilibrium between the qu;:ilily of life ;:incl lhe qu;:ilily of the environment. 
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"Environmental Educc1fion is ... aimed at producino citizens who are environmentally 
effecfive ... knowfedgeable concerning f/1e environment and ifs degradafion ... skilled in ... fec/Jniques of 
environmental improvement; and motivated to employ these techniques in a lifelong pursuit of 
environmental qualify for all living f/1ings. 

- Clay Schoenfeld 

"{We/ have been on a spaceship all this time. If is a tiny liffle spaceship, only 8000 miles in diameter .... And 
yet f/Jis tiny spaceship is so superbly designed tflaf if provides everything we need for our journey 
f/Jroug/J space." 

-n. Buckminsfer Fuller 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PERFORMANCE GOALS 

1. Awareness 

· A acquire an aw;:ireness and sensitivity lo lhe total environment and its problems. (7) 
B develop the ;:ibility lo perceive and discriminate among environmental stimuli. (7) 
C process, reline, extend and use acquired environment;:11 perceptions in a variety ol 

contexts. (7. 13) 

2. Knowledge 

A ;:1cquire ;:i basic understanding of how !he environment !unctions. ( 1, 7) 
B understand how people use and interact with the environment. ( 1, 7) 
C understand how the environment Is changed and cl.'lmaged in the process or human use. 
D undersl.'lnd how issues and problems dealing with lhe environment arise and how they 

can be resolved. (1, 6. 7, 10) 

3. Attitudes 

A develop a set or values or leelings ol concern lor the environment. (2. 7, 13) 
8 acquire the motivation and commitment lo parlicipale in environmental maintenance and 

improvement. (7, 9) 

4. Skills .. 

A acquire the skills needed lo identily and investigate environmental issues and problems. 
(2. 6. 7) 

8 develop skills needed to conlribule lo lhe resolulion or environmenlal Issues and 
problems. (2, 6, 7) 

5. P.artlclpatlon 

A .. participate in aclivities that relates conslructively, and promoles underslanding or lhe 
environment. (7. 11} 

8 acquire experience in using their gained knowledge and skills by participaling in taking 
' lhoughtlul, positive action toward the resolution ol environmental issues and 

problems. (7. 11, 1 '1) 
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LEJ\RNE R EXPECTATIONS 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION GRADES K-12 

Code 

2A 11 

2A12 

2A13 

2A14 

2A21 

2A22 

2A23 

2AJ1 

2A32 

2A33 

2A34 

2A35 

2A41 

2A42 

2A43 

2A51 

2A52 

2A53 
2A54 

Sludents will be able to: 

A. NATURAL WORLD 

TO Earth's Envirof1fllef1t 
identify solar energy as Ille primary source ol ;:ill energy in lhe lood that we eat, the fuel 
that we use, and the source ol energy thal "runs the Ear1h." 
recognize the Ear11i's secondary energy sources as ruclear processes. geothermal 

activity. Iida! movernenls. and gravity. 
recognize lhal lhe movement or global air masses. lhe hydrologic cycle. and ocean 

currents lhal give rise lo Ear11fs prevailing wealher and climates are due to the 
absorption and distribution ol solar energy. 

illuslrale how Ille absorption and dislribulion or solar energy provides conditions essential 
lo lile on Earth. 

20 Ecosystems 
idenlily an ecosystem as a lunclional unil, consisling of all living organisms and hon-living 

components in lhe unil. and the inleraclions between the lwo parts. 
recognize that lhe processes lhat occur in an ecosystem are limiled by the inheriled 

· characterislics of organisms. and lhal lhese characleristics adapt a populalion of an 
organism lo !unction in a particular role known as a niche. 

relale that populations ol organisms are interdependent with one anolher and with their 
physical environment. 

30 The Changing Ecosystem 
compare and conlrast how Ille environmental !actors. such as climate, topography, 

geologic processes. and the distribution ol oceans and continents. have changed 
lhroughout Earth·s hislory. 

recognize that organisms have changed greatly llirough many small consecutive 
modifications ol their genelic composition. thus adapting lo a changing environment. 

discriminate between those organisms that have !ailed lo adapt and have become extinct 
and those that have adapted and are still living. 

investigate how new ecosystems are created as organisms invade formerly lifeless waler 
or bare ground/rock. or how existing ecosystems are modified. 

recognize lhal as an ecosystem persists and matures over time. there is a tendency 
toward a specialization in lhe niches and an increase in lhe diversity ol organisms. 

40 Energy and Materials in the Ecosystem 
describe how green plants. lhrough pholosynlhesis. use solar energy to convert water, 

carbon dioxide, and small amounts of minerals into lood that powers all life processes. 
interpret how energy and materials are cycled and recycled lhrough ecosystems via 

pathways known as food webs. 
recognize lhal most natural ecosystems are adapted lo operate on the energy and 

materials directly available lo lhem. which are renewable through recycling. 

50 Populations 
compare how population. birth. and death rates are influenced by genetic and 

environmental limiting laclors. 
recognize lhal a population introduced lnlo an ecosystem lo which it is adapted shows a 

typical pallern of ( 1) growth, as bir1hs exceed deaths. (2) leveling orr. as birth and 
dealh rates equalize. and (3) decline, as deaths exceed births. 

idenlily lhe socio-cultural variables which allecl Ille modern human birth rale. 
recognize lhal Ille net result ol recent changes in lhe human birth and death rates has 

been a substantial increase in the size and growth rate of Earth's human population, 
which could demolish the Earth's population of living things if uncontrolled. 
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LEARNER EXPECTATIONS 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION GRADES K-12 

Code 

2A55 

2A56 

2811 

2812 

2813 

2814 

2821 

2822 

2823 

2824 

2B25 

2B26 

2831 
2B32 

2833 

2834 

2B35 
2B36 

2841 

2842 
2B43 

(Continued) 
Students will be able to: 

A. NATURAL WORLD (Continued) 
recognize that Ille caflying capacity is Ille population size ol a species that can be 
suppo,ted by an ecosyslerm at a given time, and this capacity will change as the limiting 
!actors change. 
investigate how technology can increase an ecosyslem"s cauying capacity (within finite 

limits). recognizing thal ii is possibe to trade long term productivity lor short term 
gains. • 

B. SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

10 Cultures and Life Styles 
recognize lhal the preservation ol the environment and its components. and the 

conseivation of materials and energy are perceived needs ol every culture. 
discuss the desire for status, and lor exotic materials and experiences. as perceived 

needs in the American culture. 
relate how planned obsolescence of manufactured goods, dietary customs. family size. 

and work altitude are inte,preled dillerently in various cultures. 
analyze how lhe universal desire lor increasing amounts ol materials goods is expressed 

differently in dillerenl cullures. and how the human impact on Ille envi,onment 
increases as these desires are satisfied. 

20 Controlling and Protecting Ille E11viro11111ent 
recognize that protecting the environment and keeping it clean and sale is tile the 

responsibility ol the individual, the society, and the government. 
recognize that t11e value systems in a culture are important in dete1mining the kind and 

extent of a society's impact on the environment. 
relate how people control energy !low, food and goods production. disease, and other 

!actors that could limit human population. 
discuss how environments built by people radically transform human societies and 
culture. 
recognize that people protect t11e environment by preseiving natural habitats and 

ecosystems, and the genetic stocks ol organisms. 
relate how people can control and adapt the envi1onmenl through the development of 

human law and prope,ty rights. 

30 Natural and Human Resources 
demonstrate sorne ol the essential points of urban planning. 
recognize that people domesticate plants and animals to satisfy their biological, social and 

aesthetic needs and wants. 
discuss how people reduce the number ol individuals in a species. and also reduce the 

average species diversity, thus increasing the possibility of species extinction. 
relate how humans interrupt or reduce the area ol a given ecosystem type. thus 

destroying or modilying habitats. 
recognize lhal people can conserve or deplete sources ol raw materials. 
describe consumer rights and responsibilities to practice responsible consumer behavior 

in Iha marketplace. 

40 Problems of Society and Change 
Discuss how rapid increases in human populations and lechnological developments have 

accelerated environmental changes until some changes become irreversible. 
recognize how Iha American society is affected by conditions elsewhere in lhe world. 
recognize the nature ol significant social problems that conlront Americans and other 

societies in the world today and the realization that the resolution of one problems 
may create another problem. 
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LEARNER 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 

EXPECTATIONS 

GRADES K-12 
(Continued) 

Code 

2851 

2852 

2861 

2862 

2863 

2864 

2865 

2866 

2867 

2868 

2C 11 

2C12 

2C13 

2C 14 

2C15 

2C21 

2C22 
2C23 
2C24 
2C25 

2C26 
2C27 
2C28 

Students will be able to: 

B. SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS (Continued} 

50 Equal Rights in tlle American Democracy 
give examples how t11e role ol citizen involvement in governmental decision-making 

t11rough political par1ies. eleclions, petitions and lobb,.Ying. 
recognize t1ow environmental concerns l1ave come 10 impact on tile American people 

and tlieir government. 

60 F11nda111ental Needs of fJasic Institutions 
recognize that people cannot grow and completely develop mentally unless essential 

psychological and social needs and desires are met. 
relate lllal basic institutions can p,ornote harmony wit11 environmental processes through 

education and communication. 
discern and oller information t11e lamily needs regarding principles ol human nutrition, 

cultural influences on eating patterns and food production. 
analyze needs, acquisitions, production ol latnily's clothing and textiles in relation to 

resources, social and cultural lorces as well as 1ec11nological advances. 
evaluate and accept responsibility lor providing t11e kinds of home environment whicl1 

promotes maximum growth and development ol lamily members. 
draw relationsllips between lamily's environment and potential lor oplimurn human 

development. 
respond to and synthesize relationships among pl1ysical. social. and psycl1ological 

aspects of housing to meet family needs. 
appraise basic health practices. first aid procedures. and relateq community resources in 

dealing witll l1ea1111 p1oblems and accidents a1oum.l Ille l10rne. schools and 
community. 

C. AESTl1ETIC ASPECTS Of TIIE ENVIHONMENT 

10 I /uman Values and nesponses to the Envit011111ent 
realize tile quality of 111eir immediate envi10111nen1 and the environment beyond ll1eir 

surroundings. • 
recognize that harmony can be pursued tlirougll practice ol various a11 forms lo develop 

t1uman sensitivity to. and app,ecialion ol environmental quality. 
compare and contrast llie l1umanizingtdellumanizing ellects of t11e environments 

constructed by people. 
experience a wide variety ol oral situations - conversalions. discussions, panels, 

symposia. speec11es. demonstrations. dramatizations. and inlerprelations. 
develop a sense that they allect. are allected by. and are responsible for the 

environment. 

20 The Creative A,ts 
discuss how dance. drama. music. and the visual a,1s contribute direclly to t11e 

development of sensory or perceptual awareness ol tile dynamic processes in tt1e 
natural and lluman environment. 

realize that a,t can record people, places and t11ings in t11e past and present. 
make choices based on simple aesthetic concepts developed in a,t. 
recognize tllat art rellects Ille anist's experience and envifonrnenl. 
create an based on an expanding realm of subject matter including personal and 

classroom experience, environment. still·lile, l1uman ligure. dreams and fantasies. 
discern tile relationship I..Jelween a,t and the environment. · 
recognize t11e commonality or oeauly in Ille environment and beauty in a,t. 
realize t11eir responsibility 10 positively allect t11e environment by influencing ot11ers to 

select good and appropdate design. 
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LEARNER 

ENVIRONMENT AL EDUCATION 

EXPECT AT IONS 

GRADES K-12 
(Contir:1ued) 

Code 

2C31 

2C32 
2C33 

2C34 
2C35 
2C36 

2C41 

2C42 
2C43 

2C44 

2C45 
2C46 

2C51 

2C52 

2C53 

2D11 

2D12 
2D13 

2D14 

2D15 
2D16 

2D21 

2022 

Students will be able to: 

C. AESTHETIC ASPECTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT (Continued) 

30 The Language Arts 
recognize that English and foreign language contribute directly to the development of 

communication, coupled with aesthetic appreci~tion of the total environment. 
develop an awareness of structure, variety, and artistic use of language. 
become familiar with and experienced in adapting to the differences between oral and 

written language. 
develop an awareness of body language and of the language ol media and technology. 
develop critical thinking skills for lilelong use. 
gain experience in writing personal narratives, descriptions, poetry, and other pieces 

employing imaginative responses. 

40 TIie Universality of Grear l. iter ature 
analyze the various environments - personal, global, natural, human made - as they are 

represented in literature. 
consider huma11ki11d·s search for a utopia. 
understand the universality ol great literature and be able to apply archetypal situations to 

tile. to sell, and to society. 
acquire familiarity with prominent literary figures through a variety of t11eir works rather than 

through biographical material only. 
experience the diversity of culture through a variety ol multicullural literary pieces. 
understand the various movements allecting nd categorizing literature - realism, 

romaticisrn, classicism, naturalism, and the like. 

50 TIie Environment vs Basic Needs and Desires 
relate how people construct and control spaces lor living, working, manufacturing, 

recreation, and tr ansportalion. 
recognize thal humans learn besl wl1en boll1 their feelings and their intellect are involved 

in lhe learning process. 
discuss the significance of architecture in satisfying our needs and desires within our 

society. 

D. HUMAN/HEAL TH IMPLICATIONS 

10 Creating and Solving Environmental Problems 
identify the chief sources of air pollution and what steps are necessary to reduce this 

environmental problem 
discuss the methods of eliminating or lessening the major source of water pollution. 
contrast the clillerence between the ellects of the wise use ol our forests and unlimited 

exploitation of our forests. 
discuss the factors that cause urban decay and some solutions of these problems 

through urban planning. 
indicate the major sources of noise pollution and possible remedies. 
discuss how the abuse and misuse of alcohol, smoking materials and drugs affect people 

and their environment. 

20 Inherited Capacities of People 
recognize that our environments delermi11e the language we activate our capacities lo 

speak. 
discuss how the intellectual capacities of people permit the development of technology, 

which gives control over energy flow, food and goods production. disease. and other 
factors that could limit human population. 
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6 

LE/\nNEn EXPECT/\TIONS 

ENVIRONMENT AL EOUCATIOt~ GrtADES f<~12 

Code 

2023 

2D31 

2D32 

2D33 

203-1 

20-11 

2D42 

2D43 

(Conlinuecf) 
Students will be able lo: 

D. lfUMAN/IIEAL Tit IMPLICATIONS (conli11ued) 

realize lhal all living lhings grow and develop al !heir own rale, which clre Influenced by 
heredity, environment. lnleresls. skills, nutrition, I\Ygiene, exercise, physiccll Illness. 
and basic good health practices. 

30 Cons11mr,tior1 of Energy and Materials 
recognize lhcll Increased levels of carbon dioxide cllld heal In the alrnosphere result In 

heal Islands over cilies. 
analyze how lhe lnlroduclion of synlhellc subsl ances lhc1I may he toxic, rnulagenlc. or 

carcinogenic. can aller;I living things In the envlronrnenl. 
recognize that Ille co11s11rnrliort of energy and malerlals can hrlng on large scale evenls, 

such as oil slir.ks. floods. and almosrherlc r:hanges. 
discuss how increased c0ns11111plion of energy and rnalerials ccln Increase 

erivironmenlally-rel.1led l1111n;l11 heallh problems, such as rollulion-lncfuced disease. 

40 Effecfs of an l11creasi110 I lum;tn f'opuf:Hion 
recognize lhal short lerm effects of increased 1111111,rn ropulalions Include birth and dealh 

tales. growlh rale. dise;1se rallerns. nulrilion;il levels and aging. 
comrare the.use of nonrenewable malerials and renewable resources 111 terms of an 

increasin~ h11rn;in ror,11lc11ion. 
relale 111;:il long terrn ellecls of an increased l1urnc1n ror11lc1lio11 inr:lude changes In global 

clirnale, cullure. and in genes and chromosomes in 1111111;111s and oll1er living lhlngs. 
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The Southern Regional Council 
134 Peachtree St., NW 
Suite 1900 
Atlanta, GA 30303·1825 

JACKIE ROBINSON MIDDLE SCHOOL 
3245 North 37th Street 

Milwaukee, WI 53215 

Dear Barry L?e and Marcia Klenbort: 

This is an application for the Collegial Planning Activity Grant. 
We will address the topic of envirqnmental problems. Being a 
Science/Math Specialty School we have addressed the· topic of 
environmental education (EE) in our science curriculum. Now we 
plan to integrate EE into the other middle school subject areas. 
We hope to be awarded the financial means to access the most 
current resource materials available. Through our focus on EE we 
hope to instill a curiosity about environmental problems and Issues 
and to guide our students to building creative solutions to these 
issues. An extension of this program will be to affect parental 
attitudes toward environmental issues by inviting participation 
through projects done cooperatively at school and home. We will 
also involve parents to participate in field trips and we will 
solicit their opinions and attitudes through surveys and polls. 

Our initial purpose is to integrate the principles of EE schoolwide 
during a final 6 week unit to be put in place the last six weeks of the 
1993-1994 school year. We propose to foster the main goal of 
acceleration, exposing our students to a wide variety of approaches, 
through infusion in every subject area. Our collegial team will 
demonstrate to the· rest of our staff that EE can be practically 
applied in subject areas besides science. We will meet once a month 
at selected locations for a 2 hour session beginning in November, 
and continuing through March. We will determine the suitability of 
EE objectives for middle level students and the most appropriate 
subject areas in which to infuse them. Our collegial team shares a 
concern for the environment realizes· the need and importance of 
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spreading our concern to other adults and to our students. 

We will work to follow the Milwaukee Public School's (MPS) scope 
and sequence for environmental education and develop our own 
lessons to Infuse the principles of EE. We want to give teachers a 
familiarity with EE and encoutage them to incorporate EE whenever 
suitable. We_ will identify field study sites that will enhance and 
promote a better understanding of EE in our JR community. We will 
invite EE specialists to aid in generating Interest in EE among the JR 
community. Our lessons will be duplicated and available to all MPS 
middle school teachers. 

These persons will make up our collegial team: 

NAME SIGNATURE ADDRESS SUBJECT 
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All of the above persons teach at Jackie Robinson non-graded middle 
school, and all work with groups of 6, 7, and 8th graders. Karen Scharrer
Erickson will communicate with the SAC. Annette Plunkett will convene, 
coordinate, and communicate with the collegial group. A budget is 
attached. We plan to report out in March 1994, and we will submit a 
final report by April 30, 1994. 

Thank you for considering our application. 

The Jackie Robinson Middle School Collegial Team. 
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PROPOSED BUDGET 
EE CURRICULAR INFUSION 

FRONTIERS IN SCIENCE 
Environmental Videodiscs 
To be used in teacher training workshops 

Printed Materials 
To be used to plan in-services for 
MPS Middle school teachers 

Communication expenses 

TOTAL COST OF ALL rfEMS COMBINED--$500 
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The Jackie Robinson Middle School Collegial Team will be the organization 
in our school with the ability to receive the money and distribute it to the 
group as needed. 
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APPENDIX C 



Introduction 
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There are fundamental environmental principles which provide a 
content dimension for a K-12 environmental education program. 
Presented in the outline form which follows, they provide an organi7.ed 
view of what an environmentally literate citizen should know about 
Earth's environments and how they function. The principles outlined 
below are dealt with in much greater detail in the environmental 
curriculum development monographs, companion volumes to t.his guide. 
Each of the monographs dea18 with a single element of Earth's 
environment or a serio1rn threRt to its operation. 

This outline is based on that found in Fundamentals of Rn.uirnn.menlal 
Education., a 1976 report of the Subcommittee on Environmental 
Education, Federal lnteragency Committee on Education. 

Fundamental Principles Dealing with 
Earth's Environment 

'""' \ \\ I I "- ~ t/' 

~~. ~.'\... . ~1;:• '. . N.'f: . .....,.,._,,.,.,., . .) V,Y. .. 
. -~~_.,.,.,....,..,. ,,..~ ... . 

A. Earth's environment operates as a system supported by 
conditions that are functions of Earth's structure and place in 
the solar system. 
l. Solar energy is the primary source of energy for all physical, 

chemical, and biochemical cycles and other processes occurring on 
Earth. 

2. Nuclear processes, geothermal sources, tidal movements, and 
gravity are secondary sources. 

3. Earth is in a state of overnll energy balance, absorbing energy 
from the sun and rad in ting it into !!pnce. 

. ,. . 

4. Absorption and distribution of solar energy result in the 
movement of global air mai;ses, the hydrologic cycle, nnd ocean 
currents, giving rise to Earth's prevailing weather and climates 
and providing conditions essential to life on Rarth. 

When we try to pick out 
something by itself, we 

find it hitched to 
everything else in the 

universe. 
-John Muir 

8. Earth's environment is R complex, interrelated, interactive, 
dynamic, constantly changing macrosystem called the 
ecosphere. 
t. The ecosphere is composed of a mosaic of interacting systems 

called ecosystems. 
a. An ecosystem is a recognizable, homogeneous unit existing at 

a particular point in space and time, consisting of three groups 
of components: (t) physical (sun's energy, climate, rocks, 
water); (2) life forms (including humans); and (3) interactions 
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between living and nonliving components (competition, 
erosion, decomposition). 

b. The characteristics of an ecosystem, derived from the 
interaction of its components, differ from the characteristics of 
individual components and can be understood only when 
studied as a complete functioning unit. 

c. Characteristics of a species of organism depend upon 
interactions of its genetic composition with the environment. 

d. Ecosystem processes are limited by physiochemical attributes 
(energy, materials, space, time) and the inherited 
characteristics of organisms. 

e. These characteristics adapt a population of an organism to 
function in a particular role known as a niche. Populations of 
organisms are interdependent. with one another and with their 
physical environment. 

f. Both ecosystems and species of orgnnisms vary in their 
ecological amplitude, that is, their parameters and capacities 
to interact with other components of the ecosystem, and with 
other ecosystems. 

2. The ecosphere has and is undergoing continuous change. 
a. Environment.al factors, such as climate, topography, geologic 

processes, and the distribution of oceans and continents, have 
changed throughout Earth's hist.ory. 

b. Organisms have <;hanged greatly through many small 
consecutive modifications of their genetic composition, thus 
adapting to a chnnging environment. Organisms which have 
failed to adapt J1Ave become extinct. 

c. New ecosystems are created as organisms invade formerly 
lifeless water or hare minernl suhst.rates (such as rock), or as 
existing ecosystems are mo<lificd. 
(1) New combinations of orgnnisms and environments 

produce new ecosystems. 
(2) Interactions of living nnd nonliving components change 

the character of an ecosystem. 
(3) Natural and human processes, for example, fires, 

landslides, earthquakes, and urbanization, alter eco
systems in varying degrees. 

( 4) Ecosystems have various degrees of resiliency to 
alteration, giving them varying capacities and rates of 
recovery from alteration. 

(5) Ecosystems can be reduced to near or actual extinction by 
the removal or addition of components and the change of 
processes, but unless the area is rendered toxic to all life 
for extended periods, a new ecosystem subsequently will 
develop. 

d. As ecosystems persist. and mature over time, there is a 
tendency toward an increase in the diversity of organisms. 
(1) Mature ecosystems have a steady-state character even 

though individual organisms and species arrive, die, or 
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The beauty and genius 
of a work of art may be 
reconceived, though its 
first material expression 
be destroyed; a vanished 
harmony may yet again 
inspire the composer; 
but when the last of a 
race of living things 
breathes no more, 
another heaven and 
another earth must pass 
brfore snch a one can be 
again. 

- William Beebe 
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depart, and even though particular kinds of organisms 
may not always he present. 

(2) Mature ecosystems tend to be very stahle, with morn 
resilience to physicitl, biologicitl, economic, and social 
variations thnn developing systems. 

e. Niches become more speciali1.ed ns ecosystems mature. 
(1) Niche specialization occurn when ecmiyst.cm changes 

internet with orgitnism changes. 
(2) Niches can be expanded if species lenrn new bclrnviorn, 

thus enitbling more types of organisms to live in an 
ecosystem and further modify its chitrnder. 

f. Some ecosystem chnrndcristks are influenced strongly by the 
origin and history oft.he ecosystem. 

3. Energy itnd rnatNinh rf'<p1in,d for life pm,s inl.o or nrc fo11nd in the 
ccospherc, and arc componcnl.s of each ecosystem. 
a. Ecosystem energy comes originally and primnrily from I.he 

s11n; mat.eriitls come from components of the ccosphcre. 
h. Green plants, through photosynthesis, use solar energy lo 

convert water, carhon dioxide, and small amo11nts of minernls 
into high energy organic compounds thnt. power all life 

processes. 
(I) The process of respiration releases this energy in other 

organisms. 
(2) The processes of photosynthesis and respiration arc 

limited t.o a narrow rnnge of lcmpernt.urcs, moisture, and 
chemicitl conditioM, nnrl hy the genetic composition of 
orgnnisms. 

c. Mnt.crinls arc cyckd nnrl r<'cycl<'d t.hro11gh ccosysl.crns via 
pnthwnys known as food wchs. In food webs materials pass 
t.hro11gh plants, through hcrhivor<'s, and through carnivores. 
At any of these three levels, decay organisms may reduce 
organic matter lo inorganic, t,h11s rompleting the cycle. 

d. Some energy moves through physical nnd chcmicnl 
components of ecosystems; the rest. through food webs. 
( 1) Energy con versions a re never 100 percent. efficient., so 

energy is consl.antly dissipated from the system, resulting 
in a deficit.. 

(2) A constant infusion of energy from the sun is required for 
organisms and ecosyst.ems lo live and t.o grow. 

(3) Some energy is stored in organic materials and is 
available for future use. 

c. Most natural ecosystems are adapted to operate on the energy 
and mnt.erial!'l directly nvnilnhle to I.hem. These resm1rccs nm 
renewable through recycling. 
(I) In natural ecosystems t.he rates of consumpt.ion nnd 

renewal are ha lance. 
(2) In ecosy!'ltcms containing primitive hnrmrn social gro11ps, 

these rates are nlso hit lanced. 
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(3) In ecosystems containing modern human social groups, 
there is a demand for heavy subsidization of energy and 
materials. 

4. Each ecosystem of the ecosphere contains a number of species 
populations, the size and stability of which vary, depending on 
biotic and abiotic changes in the system. 
a. A population introduced into an ecosystem to which it is 

adapted shows a typically s-shaped pattern of growth as births 
exceed deaths, a leveling off as the rates equalize, and a 
decline as the death rate exceeds the birth rate. 

b. Population, birth, and death rates are influenced by intrinsic 
and extrinsic limiting factors. 
(1) Intrinsic factors are genetic and include reproductive 

capacity, innate behavior, food requirements, and 
resiliency. 

(2) Extrinsic factors are environmental and include chemical 
factors, such as nutrient.s and toxins; physica I factors, 
such as temperature and humidity; and factors related to 
interactions with its own and other populations, ~uch as 
competition, predation, parasitism. Population density 
affects all extrinsic relationships. 

(3) The modern human birth rate is affected primarily by 
socio-cultural means, for exnmple, delay in mnrringe, 
contraception, ~bortion; the death rate by technology, for 
example, medical science, sanitation, dietary improve
ment. The net result of recent changes in both rates has 
been a substantial increase in the si1.e and growth rate of 
Earth's human population. 

c. Population size in an ecosystem will vary over time with 
changes in physio-chemical factors and with biological 
interactions, thus defining a carrying capacity of the 
ecosystem for a population under a given set of conditions. 
Within finite limits, technology can increase an ecmiystern's 
carrying capacity. 

d. Spatial arrangements and total numbers of individuals in a 
population are equally important in ecosystem functioning. 

e. Population distribution is controlled by ecological amplitude, 
environmental barriers to dispersal, and history. 
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The environment is not 
only more complex than 
we think; it is more 
complex than we can 
think. 

-Unknown 

Funda,nental Principles Dealing with II umans 
as Ecosystem Components 

A. Humans use ecosystems to satisfy basic needs and desires. 
1. Basic biological needs that must be met for humans to live and 

grow include habitable climate, energy, materials, rest and 
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exercise, other humans for reproduction, and protection against 
environment.al stresses. 

2. Humans cannot grow and completely develop mentally unless 
essential psychological and social needs and desires are met.. 
These include security, love, esteem, sclf-fulfillmcnl, social 
interaction, health, comfort, material goods, and religious 
experiences. 

3. Each human cull.tire has its own perceived needs and desires I.hat 
mokc different demands and impacts on ecosystems. (n limes of 
stress many of these needs and desires cnn he ncljust.ed. 
a. Culturally specific p<'rceived needs include 

-preservation of land, ecosystems and species, and the 
conscrvo Lion of ma lcria Is and energy; 

-satisfaction of <lcsires for st.alus nnd for exotic mnlerials 
and experiences; 

-economics of scale concentrating humnn activities that 
result in mnjor ecosystem changes; 

-planned ohsolcsccnce of manufactured goods; and 
-dicl.nry customs, family si1.c, and work altitudes. 

b. Universal human desire for increasing amounts of material 
goods is expressed differently in different cultures. The 
humnn irnp;id on ecosystems increases as these desires arc 
satisfied. 

c. Value systems arc an import.ant factor in determining I.he 
kind and extent ofa society's impact 011 ccosyslC'ms. 

d. (ncrcasing the consumption of energy and materials oft.en 
le:tds to deleterious impacts on ecosystems such as 
- increased CO2 and heal in the atmosphere, resulting in 

heal islands over cities; 
-changes in the rcnccti vc power of Earth; 
-introduction of synthetic substances that. may be toxic, 

mulagcnic, or carcingenic. 
c. Concentration of humans in built environments intensifies 

the dclclerio11s dTcct.s of humans on ecosystems. 
B. llurnnns nre nn nll-pcrvnsive SfH'cics in the ccos11hcre nnd thus 

exert n specinl ecological dominnnce. 
I. Human dominntion results fro111vario11s fact.ors. 

a. (ntcllectual capacities permit the development of 
-technology, giving unique control over energy flow, food 

and goods production, disease, and other factors that could 
limit human populations; 

- unique institutional and technological control over other 
populnlions in ecosystems such as the domestication of 
species, suppression of undesirable species, and the 
encouragement of desirable species. 

h. Riological and cultural adaptation lo a wide range of 
environmental conditions may result in either positive or 
negative effects. 

c. Sheer population si1-c results in domination. 
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d. Specialization and diversity in the division of labor allows for 
domination. 

2. Human tendencies to form nnd function in social and corporate 
groups and institutions promote development of human habitats 
that create unique concentrated demands on ecosystems and 
further increase human effects on ecosystems. 
a. These effects are intensified by the concentration ofhumans in 

small areas. 
b. The effects of human settlements on a metropolitan scale on 

ecosystems rival those of mountnins, glaciers, droughts, and 
floods. 

3. Recent rapid increases in human populations and technological 
capabilities have accelerated ecosystem changes until some are 
potentially irreversible. 

4. Human aesthetic, ethical, moral, and spiritual values may 
reinforce or connict with harmonious relationships within 
ecosystems. 

C. Ecosystems affect humans 
1. Humans and all their products function in nn ecosystem 

framework. 
a. Built environments rndically transform human societies and 

cultures. 
b. Past ecosystem processes and events have produced mnjor 

biological and cultural differences in humnn populations. 
2. Ecosphere changes due to increasing human population and 

technology have both short and long term effects. 
a. Short term effects include changes in 

- birth and death rates; 
- biological fitness of human populations as measured by 

growth rates, disense patterns, nutritional levels, and 
nging; 

- use of nonrenewable material nnd stored energy resources; 
and 

-function~I capacities of individuals and populations, for 
example, mental productivity and attitude. 

b. Long term effects include changes in 
- genes and chromosomes and their evolutionnry 

consequences; 
-elimination or introduction of selection pressures; 
-ecosystems due to evolution of component populations; 
- health and life cycles; 
- global climate; 
- reserves of nonrenewable and renewable resources; and 
-culture. 

3. The built environment and its psychological milieu have a 
powerful effect on humans. Information transfer by verbal 
communication and learned behavior operates on humans in a 
parallel and synergistic manner in much the same way as do 
physical and chemical components of ecosystems. 
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If hnman beings were lo 
disappear from earth, 
the other species of 
plants and animals 
would be largely 
unaffected; if the other 
plants and animals were 
lo disappear, however, 
human beings would 
disappear as well. 

- Bruce Wallace 



Environmental degra
dation in all its forms is 
everybody's business; its 

control will require a 
massive mobilization of 
public, administrative, 
and scientific concern. 

-ReneJ. Dubas 
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IJ. Complex internctions nmong humnns nnd other ecosystem 
components occur continuously. 
1. 1Iumam1' perceptions of their needs, their impacts on ecosystems, 

and ecosystem impacts on them renect the cult11ral and individunl 
values, goals, skills, insight.s, and capabilities of the indivichmls, 
groups, institutions, and nations involved. 

2. Relntionships among components of ecosystems nre reciprocnl, 
rnnging from mutually hcneficial to unidireclionnlly destructive. 

3. Feedback mechanisms of different kinds, for example, physirnl, 
chemical, social, hehaviornl, rnnging from rudimentary to highly 
sophisticated, govern rdnlinnships among and within components 
of f'cosystems. 

4. lluman activities often have synergistic effects on ecosystems nnd 
vice vcrnn. 

fl. H11man activities arfcd ecosystem maintenance and mannge
menl. 
a. Potentially positive acl.ivities of humans wit.hin ecosystems 

include 
-domestici1.ing plants and nnimals; 
- reducing of di sense and mortality; 
-constructing aml controlling space for living, working, 

manufacture, stornge, recrcat.ion, and transportation; 
-preserving genetic stocks or nondomesl.icntcd organisms 

and preservation or speci fie ecosystems; 
-appreciating ecosystems and their components; 
-developing human lnw and property rights; 
-reducing h11rnnn populnt.ions under certain social-c11lt11rnl 

cnndit.ions; nnd 
-elaborating functional roles for humans, which increnses 

diversity ofccosyst.ems. 
h. Potentially destrnclive adivit.ies of humans within 

ecosystP.ms include 
-bringing on large scnlc events, (such as oil slicks, noorls, 

nt.mospheric chnngcs) that warn or imbalances hclween 
humnn activities nml ecosystem fund.ions; 

-reducing t.he mtmher or indivi1luals in a species; 
interrupting the continuity or reducing the aren of 
ecosystem types and reducing the average species diversity 
for a given ecosystem type; 

-increasing environmentally-related human health 
problems, such as pollution-induced disease, noise-induced 
denfness; 

-deliberately or inadvertently destroying or modifying 
habitats; 

- creating and concentrating pollutants; 
-dissipating energy and producing pollutants at high rates 

in urban areas; 
-depleting relatively concentrated sources of raw materif1l!'l. 

?,O 
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APPENDIX D 



CURRICULUM MATERIALS 

ACTJVffY 

1 . Clinometers 

2. Pocket Sundtals 

3. Haiku 
Whither the Weather 
Outdoor Observation-

4. Milwaukee Rtver and Its 
Shores: A Home for 
Plants an-ct Anwnals 

Milwaukee River 
Timefrne 

5. Penetrometers 

6. Edge of the Woods 
Ptot Study of a Field 
Cars and Peopie 

7. The Continuing 
Adventures of the 
Truffula Tree 
Company 

RESOURCE 

Berkas, Dean and Nancy. Clinometer 
Unit. NASCO. fort Atkinson, WI: 
i993. 

Dee-hn, G'Nen and Terry Krautwurst. 
Nature Crafts For Kids. Sterling 
Publishing Co. Inc .. New York: 1992 

Educational Oasis. Good Appfe 
Publishing Co .. Carthage, il: 
jan/Feb i 993. 

Friends of Riverside Urban Environment 
Center. The Milwaukee Rtver and 
0 ·,..,ars:"'e 0 ark , 90.q i\v~r_ru , .• t -f,__. 

Jason- Curriculum: Th-e Belize Expedition 
Curriculum. Washington, D.C.: 1993 

Johnson, Janke. Side-walk Fie-Id Trips. 
tnstructionat Fair, Inc .. 1986. 

Project Le-a-rn-in-g Tree. Amerkan Forest 
tnstitute. Washington, D.C.: 1987. 
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ACTIVffY 

8. Deadly Links 
Ethi~Reasonrng 
What Did Your Lunch 

Cost Wildlife? 

9. Ozone Testing- and 
Effects 

1 0. Street Tree Project 

l l. Measurement 
Scaveng-er t=tunt 

RESOURCE 

Project Wild; Western Regi-onal 
Environmentat Educati-on Coundl, 
Inc .. Boulder, CO: 1992. 

En-vironmen-tal Resource Guide: Air 
Quality. Tennessee Valley 
Authority, 1991 . 

T P-rh,nir-a' CdtJra-tU"!n RP-<;ea-rch I -l... • II'-, , I- - IV,I --- . , I. 

Centers, Inc. (T[RC). 
Cambridge, MA: 1990. 

The Arithmetic T e-acher. January 199-4 

* other lessons developed- or m-odtfi-ed- b-y teachers for use at RUEC 
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ENVIRONMENTAL BlITTONS 

Topic Area: Environmental Slogans 

Curriculum Connection: Language Arts 

Materials: button making kit, colored pencils, circle patterns, scissors, 
samples of slogans 

Time: 30 minute class period 

Size of class: 12 students/ class 

Procedure: 

59 

l. Post prepared list of common environmental slogans. Discuss their mean
ings and solicit new slogans from students to add to list. 

2. Display completed button samples. 

3. Students may design and color slogan. Get teacher's approval. 

4. Use button machine to complete student buttons. 

5. Wear buttons. 

6. Clean up for next group. 
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POCKET SUNDIAL 

The sundi;il is the oldest scientific inst111111cnt still in use. 
Long before 111ecl1:1nic;1I docks ;ind w;11d1es were in
vented, people used sundials 10 tell lime. 

/1..<; the sun moves ;icross the sky, the-i;hadows it casts 
ch;inge their position. Ancient peoples learned to m:1rk 
where sh:1dows fell on ;i sundi:11 to tell the time of d;iy. 

This p,111icubr sundial is c;illed ;i cylinder, or shep
herd's dial. It was widely used hundreds of years ago 
because it w:1s inexpensive, simple lo 111:11«·. :ind e:1sy to 
carry. Some di:ds \\'ere Ill( ,re el:1hor:He. < ;<"orgc 
Washington carried a silver pocket dial. 

What You'll Neecl 

■ A wooded dowel I inch thick (a piece of hroo111stick 
would do) 

■ A 11:1il or :111 awl 
■ A screw eye 
■ A wire nail I inch long 
■ A saw 
■ A h:1111111er 

What to Do 

1 • Cul ;1 piece of dowel -i inches long. 
2. With :1 n;1il or awl, 111;1ke a small hok in the lop of 
the dowel, and screw the screw eye into ii. The screw 
eye 11n1st he in the cenl<"r of the dowel end. 
3. I larnmer the wire n:til lightly into the dowel alioul 
1/2 inch from the top (!he end with the screw C'}'C). 

Drive the nail in only far enough to hold ii firmly. Be 
sure the nail sticks straight out. 
4. llsc a photocopy 111achinc lo copy the sundi;tl graph, 
:md carefully cul ii oul ;dong the dolled lines. Also cul 
out the small dotted circle. You c:111 color the hour lines 
if you like. 
5. \X'rap the gr:1ph ;1round the dowel, with the lop 
!ouching the 11;1il. 
6. Ovcrfap the ends of the gr;1ph, ;md t;1pe ii with 
cellophane tape. Don't let the tape touch the dial. Leave 
the graph a liule loose so it can tum freely on the 
dowel. 
7. Push the graph up until ii touches the nail, and place 
a 1hu111hl:1ck ;II the ho110111 of the graph to keep it fro111 
sliding hack down. Don't put the lack through rhe grnph 
(!he gr;1ph mus! tum). 
8. Tic a short piece of string to the screw eye. 
9. Glue the s111;1II circle 1h:11 you nil oul lo the 1>0110111 
end of sundial. 
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HOW TO USE one hour to the reading to 
YOUR SUNDIAL get the correct time. 

1 • The letters at the bottom 
5. Important: Until you 
adjust the dial for your 

of the graph represent the location it will not read 
months of the year. Turn correctly. 
the graph on the dowel 
until the letter for the 
current month is directly HOW TO ADJUST 

below the nail. YOUR SUNDIAL 

2. Stand with your back to 1 • Hold the dial up in the 
the sun and-hold your dial sunlight and see where 
up by the string. (The sun the nailhead shadow falls. 
must be shining for the dial Read the time on the graph. 
to work.) 2. Now, reod the time on a 
3. Slowly rotate the entire normal clock or watch. You 
dial until the shadow of the must adjust the length of 
nail points straight down. the nail until your dial 
4. The shadow of the head reads the same time as the 
of the nail will indicate the clock. You can do this by 
time on the graph. Notice slowly hammering the 
whec;e this nailhead shad- nail in until the dial reads 
ow falls on the graph. Each correctly, or you may cut 
curved line on the graph the nail off until it is correct. 
stands for two different 3. Important: If you are 
hours. For example, 9 a.m. doing this during Daylight 
and 3 p.m. share the same Savings Time you must ad-
line. If the shadow falls just the nail to read one 
here it is either 9 a.m. or hour less than what the 
3 p.m. You must decide clock reads. Later, when 
which time it really is. Note: using the sundial, you must 
During Daylight Savings add one hour to the read-
Time you will have to add ing to get the correct time. 
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The Continuing Adventures 
of the Truffula Tree Company 

OBJECTIVE 

Students will he :-ihlc lo discuss :-iml interpret ;i lidional work rcl:-ilcd to 
.qsc :-ind ah11sc or n:-it11rnl resources. 

ACTIViTY 

77,r l. .. omx. :-i childrcn·s hook hy Dr. Seuss. tells or the deterioration or an 
environment because or reckless cxploit:-ition or"tm!Tula !recs .. to produce 
"th needs" to mecl the incessant dem:-inds or consumers. The hook has also 
hccn made into a film hy the same title. 77,r I.om"( is sometimes shown on 
television, and is ortcn :-ivailahlc through local media centers and 
organizations. 

Make 77,e lflm.x available to your students in some form. discuss the 
, general story line. and then explore q11cstions like these with them: 

I. Whal seems to he the author's intent in writing this hook? 
2. Do you equate the ideas in lhc story with real situations in present-day 

society? Ir so. with what people. wh:-it resources, and what issues? 
J. Describe any values which appear lo he important in the story. ldcnliry 

any present-clay counterparts to these values. Are any or these values in 
apparent connicl? tr so. which ones? And for what apparent 
reasons? 

4. Does 77,r Lomx appear to have hccn written for young children, for I heir 
parents, or for holh? 

5. What. ir any, significance do ideas presented in 77,e I.om.."' have for you 
in your daily life? 

Ask your students to share 771r l.omx in some form with some younger 
children I hey know. Then ask if these younger children appear to eq11alc 
the people and events in the slory with reality? Ir yes. with whom and what? 
If not. whal might limit the children's ah,ility to do this? 
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( Continued) 

EXTENSION 

As a class project, suggest that your students translate the Seuss language 
into common English to create a Seuss-English dictionary. Students, either 
alone or in small gro~1ps.~can use the dictionary to write and illustrate 
sequels to The Lorax. The sequels might explain what the authors. as new 
presidents of the Trnffula Tree Co., arc going to do to maintain a quality 
environment, at the same time ensuring the continuing growth and 
availability of "trnffula trees." 

After the sequels arc linishcd, ask the students to share them in class and 
explore these questions: 

I. Do either the original Seuss story or the students' sequels seem to 
accurately portray the forest industry today? Other industries? Anyone 
else? What is the evidence for your opinion? 

2. Which version appears to descrihe most realistically the present 
American lifestyle? 

J. What arc the social and economic implications of those programs sug
gested in the sequels to ensure a quality environment'! For example. 
who will pay for the environmental protection"! Who will pay for the 
damage to the environment if a program proves to he unsuccessful? 

Alier careful analysis and discussion, ask each of the students to identify 
ways. if any, in which they might appropriately modify their own lifestyles 
to more effectively ensure a long-term quality environment. 
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~sis 
HAIKU .. 

The spring day closes 
Lingering 
Where there is water 
-Issa 

Q . 
. . 

)))/(1 
Rain went sweepin~ on ;;-----
. ·1· It· snil11ng moons mthclw11g 1 , r-

on every blade of grc1ss. 
-Sho-u 

Above the meadow . 
A skylark, singing, flies high 
High into silence 
-unknown author 



PRODUCIBLE PAGE 
·'•f~' •, 

Experiment with Haiku 
several natural objects you could write about. One item is filled in for you. , 

clouds 2. 
4. 
6 . 
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.:::hoose one of your objects. Use the back of this paper lo cluster ideas about your object. First write 
ur objecl in a circle. Ask yourself: 

• What does the object remind me of?· 
• What image or id~-;r doe-s il make me think of? 
• What sn~ells, sounds, and taste'S do I think of? 
• What feelings does it give me? 

AJJ new ideas in other cirdes and connect the lines between the circles. Clustering helps you dis
iver images and insights you rnn use in your poem. 

Use the lines below lo experiment with haiku. Describe a natural object, and write another idea 
hat gives energy to your first idea. Ask a friend or a writing partner to help you. Try to write one· 
Joem using the 17-syllable pallerrn five syllables in line one; seven syllables in line two; and five syl
ables in line three . 

...... 

.. Use another sheet of paper lo experiment with more haiku. Write your favorite on a clean sh~et of~
. p,1per for others to read. 

35 Educational Oasis. lsgue 38, Jan./Feb. 1993 C> Good Apple 



16. Whithe~ 
The~ 
Weathe~? 

1"1--lE CLOUD -PEOPLE / 
MUST BE r'E£L--1 NG-
O~.hDf\J S iOVAY 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 

Materials / / 
• markers, crayons, charcoal, and/or 

colored construction paper. 
• large drawing paper 
• scissors and glue 
• collections of myths from the library 

Romancing 

66 

I 

• Talk about unusual, interesting, or frightening weather patterns. (During 
or after a storm or some other weather "occurrence" is a good time to do 
this!) 

• Define a myth and explain how people have made up stories to explain 
natural happenings that they couldn't understand (such as the weather). 
Read a few myths to the students. 

• Have the students use art media such as charcoal, crayons, paints, 
markers, and torn paper to create pictures of various weather patterns. 
As the students work, they should think about mythical explanations for 
their weather "happenings". 

/ ,I 

I 
;..✓ I 

/ 

,I 

I 



Collecting · ,-
• Hand out copies of the student page "Weather Update" {page 70), and 

have the class work together to add to the list of weather ideas. 
• Let the students brainstorm in pairs or small groups to generate answers 

to the questions at the bottom of the student page. Have each pair or 
group share their ideas with the whole class to demonstrate the 
possibilities for weather myths. 

• Ask the students to choose topics for original weather myths. The 
students can write the myths on their own copies of the student page 
"Weather Myths" (page 71), and then write brief summaries of their 
explanations. 

• Direct the students to collect words and phrases to be used in their 
myths. 

Writing 
• F.ach student should begin writing a weather myth, expanding on the 

summarized explanation and including the collected words and phrases. 
The students may: 

Praising 

1) Explain what causes a certain weather "occurrence". 
OR 

2) Tell what circumstances brought about the first typhoon, snowfall, 
etc. 

• Look for interesting and unusual mythical characters or "forces". 
• Point out strong, catchy titles. 

Polishing 
• Often such tales become too long and burdensome. Have the students 

tighten and shorten their myths by eliminating unnecessary or dull 
sentences. 

• Ask the students to add dialogue, if possible. 

Showing Off 
• Create a bulletin board display called "Whither The Weather?" using the 

finished weather myths and pictures. 

OR 

• Combine the weather myths and pictures to make a book which can be 
donated to the school library. 
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Weathe~ Update 
Add your ideas to this list of w~ather-related happenings. 

ram 
lightning 
snowfall 
sandstorm 
hurricane 
moon 
soft breezes 
sunset 

What do you think? 

~ 

thunder 
hail 
blizzard 
fog 
tornado 
tides 
mist 
season changes 

t un erstorms 
snowflakes 
ocean waves 
typhoon 
sunshine 
wild wind 
sunrise 
clouds 

What creature or character caused the first blizzard? 
Who drags the hot, heavy sun into the sky each morning? How? 
When was the first time a breeze blew over the ocean? 
What kind of weather might have been started by a tug•of-war between 
two giants? 
Who thought of making hail and for what purpose was it created? 
What makes clouds move? 
What two arguing characters might be responsible for the tides? 
Why is the sea sometimes calm and sometimes angry? 

70 
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Choose a topic for a weather myth. 

(Example: Why does the sun seem to be hotter during the summer?) 

Write a brief summary of your explanation. 
. 

Example: When a giant warrior did not follow the commands of his general, the god of 
fire, the warrior was required to carry a large burning ball to the top of a 
mountain and hold the ball above the earth for 100 days each year. 

Collect words and phrases that describe the action,appearance, sound,etc. of this kind of 
weather. 

Examples: scorching; fiery fingers; steaming muscles; trudging steps; burning streaks; 
yellow, crackling sphere; aching back; strong, powerful legs 

=, 

Use the words and phrases you've collected to write a complete myth. (You can use the 
back of this page.) , 
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25. Outdoor- Obier-vation~ 

71-lE 
OR.AJ-.)GE 

' Mooµ ... 
so BIG 
SCJ 
SJLEJ.JT 

5oM~ W.IBES OF 
HI MALA'{At-JS 

.. 

WRITE. 'PRA'/8<.S ON . 

RooGµ -PA?ER. A~D 1--\A~G 
THEN, ◊N BRANCHES. 

AS 1\--\E PAPEg 
1)1SlfvT\GRATES ll\J 

°™E WltuD, Tf-\E'{ 
FEEL THAT T~EIR 
WORDS Al<E 
CAR.R.\ED TO 
~EA\JEt-J. 

Materials 
• brown paper grocery sacks 
• jute twine, hole punch, scissors 
• black India ink (or other permanent ink) 
• large poster board 
• marker 

Romancing 
• Take the class for an outdoor walk or some 

other quiet excursion. (After a rainstorm, 
during a snowfall, in the early morning, and . 
on a windy day are especially good times to 
do this.) 

• Spend about a half hour listening to outdoor 
sounds, watching natural "happenings", and 
smelling and feeling the out-of-doors. 

Collecting 
• After finding a spot to sit together, collect 

words and phrases that describe outdoor 
feelings, sounds, sights, smells, tastes, 
experiences,orideas. 

• Have the students write as many of these 
words and phrases as they can on large 
pieces of poster board. (Do this outdoors, if 
possible.) 

Writing 
1) Have the class work together to write a few 

thoughts about the out-of-doors or the 
v,,eather. F.ach thought should be no more 
than 10 words and need not be a complete 

"sentence. 
2) Tell the students that there is a speciai 

written "saying" called a weathergram •· a 
short, nature thought which one hangs 
outdoors to let the weather "finish". Read 
some examples-of weathergrams from page 
107. 

3) Ask each student to write one or more short 
thoughts that are in some way connected to 
the outdoors, seasons, or weather. Each 
thought must be 10 words or less. 

4) Place the collected lists on poster board and 
display them in a prominent place. Give each 
student a copy of the student page "How To 
Start A Weathergram'' (page 106) on which 
to write a rough draft. 
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Poet;yu. / Weatherffra:ms o 71 

Praising 
• Point out new ideas. 
• Comment on poems that relate a feeling you've experienced before. 
• Comment on good "outdoor" words.· 

Polishing 
• Instruct the students to eliminate any unnecessary words. 
• Ask the students to add at least one word that communicates action. 
• Remind the students to include sensory words. 

Showing Off 
• Have the students fo11ow the directions for making weathergrams found on 

page 106. 
• Let the students hang their weathergrams outdoors to be "finished" by the 

weather. 

CLOS EL'/, CAN\VE 
ON17Ei<S OF tJA 
LL A RO\JrJD \J 



ti ow To ita rt A (J)eaiJLergra:ilv 
A weathergram is a thought ,.that you write and the weather "finishes"! Weathergrams are 
poems (10 words or less) that are written with permanent ink on biodegradable materials. 
Begin your weathergram here and follow the directions below to "finish" it. 

,-- - - • ... ----- ------- ----------- -7 
l CDFROM A BROWN PAPER. BAG, GUT A '.2'1:i.

11

't- \0~ STR.IP. J 

@ USE -PERMA~EtvT INK TO GAREFULL'f WR\Tl:. ~Ol){<. 

THOUGHT N{;.AR. THG CHlTER, 

® FOLt> i\-lE TDP O\J£R \~". PUNC\-\ A HOLE A~D 
TR"READ A 'PIECE OF JUTE lWINE THRDlJGl-l. 

@SIG~ \T \JJ\1\--\ A -SYMBOL OR MAR\<. =· 
TliAT IS YOUR ow~ \l)\JEl-JTIOt-J , 

( not l(Dur na.me). 

Hang your weathergram outdoors in a place where passers-by can enjoy your thought. The 
sun, rain, wind, and snow will "finish" your weathergram in approximately three monthsl t ' 
Weathergrams do not spoil the environment but blend with their surroundings, eventually ~ 
decomposing and returning to nature.· 

5rudenl-:P~ 106 



ICICLE 
TOUCH\ t-JG · 
MY TO~GUE 

· WITH 
PIERG/fvG 
STICK-'/ 
COLD 

\ 

PINE ~H:EDLES 
STRETCH 
Ti-\E\ R FINGERS_ 
OUT TO 
TOUCl--t M'/ 

& ~A\R. 

107 

I Tl-tE STARS 

SPR.l~K.LED 

FROM A 

SHAKER 

orvro T~E . 

5K)'? 

* 
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i CLINOMETER UNIT I 
MATERIALS 
1. CLINOMETERS 
2. WATER ROCKETS 
3. WORKSHEETS 
4. BALL(S) 
5. MEASURING TAPES 
6. CALCULATORS 
OBJECTIVE: TO FIND THE HEIGHTS OF TREES, 
A BALL TOSSED, BUILDINGS, AND A WATER 
ROCKET. 

LESSON: HA VE STUDENTS WORK IN GROUPS OF 
3 
1. LAYOUTAMEASURINGTAPEOFl0METERS. HAVEEACH 
CHILD MEASURE HOW MANY NORMAL STEPS IT WILL TAKE 
TO REACH 10 METERS. 
2. EACH CHILD NEEDS TO MEASURE HIS EYE HEIGHT. 
3. FIND A TREE AND FROM THAT TREE WALKAWAY FROM IT 
10 METERS STUDENTS SHOULD KNOW THIS BY STEP NUMBER 
1. 
4. TAKING A CLINOMETER, LOOK THROUGH THE SMALL HOLE 
UNTIL YOU CAN SEE THE TOP OF THE TREE. PLACE THE 
CLINOMETER TO THE SIDE SO THAT THE STRING IS ATTACH 
TO THE VELCRO ALONG THE SIDE. THE STUDENT SHOULD 
THEN BE ABLE TO READ THE ANGLE. 
5. COMPUTE THE TANGENT OF THAT ANGLE AND MULTIPLY 
WITH 10 (THE NUMBER OF METERS YOU ARE AWAY FROM THE 
TREE THEN ADD THE EYE HEIGHT OF THE STUDENT THAT 
LOOKED. THIS COMPUTATION SHOULD GIVE A GOOD 
ESTIMATE ON THE HEIGHT OF THAT TREE. 
6. GIVE STUDENTS THE WORKSHEETS AND LET THEM FIND 
OUT THE HEIGHT OF A FLAGPOLE, RIVERSIDE HIGH SCHOOL, 
A DIFFERENT TREE AND THE HEIGHT OF THE NATURE 
CENTER. 
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IF THERE IS TIME USE THE WATER ROCKET OR TOSSING A 
BALL AND HAVE THE STUDENTS FIND THE HEIGHT OF THESE 
OBJECTS. 

CONCLUSION: COLLECT WORKSHEETS AND ASK STUDENTS 
HOW ELSE THEY COULD FIND THE HEIGHTS OF THINGS. 



Clinometer Unit 76 

Date _____ _ .. Team 

Teammate ______ 's height from ground to eye level Is __ _ meters. 

Teammate ___ _ 's height from ground to eye level Is __ _ meters. 

Measurement #1 Flagpole 

Angle Measurement: ____ _ 

Distance from Base: _____ meters 

1.1..J ,_ 

Tangent of the Angle x Distance from Base + Eye Height = Height of Object 

_________ x ______ _ + ___ _ = ---- meters 

Measure #2 Height of Middle School 

Angle Measurement: ____ _ 

Distance from Base: _____ meters 

Tangent of the Angle x Distance from Base + Eye Height = Height of Object 

x ______ _ + ___ _ = ____ meters 

1 



Clinometer Unit 77 

Date .. 
Page 2 

Teammate ______ 's height from ground to eye level Is ___ _ meters. 

Teammate ______ 's height from ground to eye level Is ___ _ meters. 

Measurement #3 Tree 

Angle Measurement: ____ _ 

Distance from Base: _____ meters 

Tangent of the Angle x Distance from Base + Eye Height = Height of Object 

x _______ _ = ---- meters 

Measure #4 Height of Nearby Building 

Angle Measurement: ____ _ 

Distance from Base: _____ meters 

Tangent of the Angle x Distance from Base + Eye Height = Height of Object 

x _______ _ + = meters 

2 
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SCAVENGER HUNT 

Students should work on the scavenger hunt in pairs--one person in the 
pair in charge of the litter bag, one person acting as recorder. 

The students are to find as much littet as they can--the litter will be 
measured at the end of the activity. 

Students will also be looking for answere to the clues scavenger hunt and 
the measurement scavenger hunt. · 

Students are to be given guidelines as to boundaries--the only things they 
are to place in the bag will be litter or refuse. Any items they may find to 
answer the scavenger questions, should be written on the paper . . 
Students are to be given time limits. 
Groups should be called 5-10 minutes before the end of the activity so 
that litter can be measured, and answers given. 

i 

Keep a record of the pair returning the most litter. 



IDEAS~ 79 

Name _____________ _ 

Measurement Scavenger Hunt 
My thumb is ___ centimeters long. My hand is ___ c~ntimeters long. My forefinger is ___ centimeters long. 

. ' Find a twig, a leaf, a rock; and a blade of grass to match each of the following measurements. Indicate approximately 
how many centimeters long each item is. 

Twig 

Leaf 

Item 

Blade of grass 

A special item 
you found on 
your walk 

Longer than 
your hand 

(It is about 
this many, 
centimeter~ 
long.) 

_______ cm 

_______ cm 

_______ c~ 

_______ cm 

•·. 

0 
Shorter than 
your thumb· 

!It.is about 
this many 
centimeters 
long.) 

_______ cm 

_______ cm 

_______ cm 

---~--- cm 

Longer than 
your forefinger 
but shorter than 
your hand 

(It is about 
this many 
centimeters 
long.) 

_______ cm 

_______ cm 

_______ cm 

_______ cm 

How many hands long is the longest twig you found? ________ How many cm long is ii? _______ _ 

How many hands long is the longest blade of grass~ ----~--- How many cm long is it? _______ _ 

Which tree on your walk is the oldest? Why do you "think so~ _____________________ _ 

find two leaves, one twice as big as the other. Why do you think ii is twice as big? _____________ _ 
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OZONE TESTING ANQ. __ f;E_Fl;_C_TS 

LESSON: LOOKING AT TIIE EFFECTS OF OZONE 

OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to: 
1.) List five direct effects of high 07-onr~; 

2.) Describe how an ozonometer works mid how to re~d 
an ozonometer; 

3.) Use a table of ozonornntm readings, hours vs. degree 
readings, and graph results to sl10w P.ffects of ozone 

on rubber bands; 
4.) Compare results of rubber band to ntller eff ecls of 

ozone. 

MATERIALS: Ozonometer 

DISCUSSION: 

Plastic rectangular waste basl<et 
Graph paper 
Pictures 
Ozone fact sheet 

should include the following: 
1.) Effects of ozone on environment i11cl11ding pictures 

which are provided; 
2.) Demonstrate ozonometer; 
3.) Explanation of chart and how to set , 'fl qrc1ph; 
4.) Relc1te sources of ozone c111d expl;-ii11 their direct 

effects; 
5.) Hole in the ozone. 

METHODOLOGY: Before deeply getting into the discussion above, take an 
initial reading from the ozonometer. Record it. Contirnm with discussion 
and show pictures to students. Have students etnswer the questions c1bove 
the chart according to the pictures provided. At the end nf I.he dhcussion, 
have students read the ozonometer again. nelate this i11r nrrn;ition to the 
readings found in the table. Help students to set up axis fnr line qrnph. 
Students sl1ould plot points on the graph according to tl1P inf orrnc11ion 
provided aml c1nswer questions that follow. 
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STUDENlr~· FX/\CT OUTCOME: 1.) List fivP effects of q1"1111rl lev0I <)7<.me; 

2.) Questions m1swered ::w,:nrding lo 
discussio, 1: 

3.) Grnph of 070110 i11fnr111:1li1H1: 

4.) Written p;1ra4rnpli ;11)11111 rlP,sln rcti,111 of 
ozone. "Wlwt would li:1pp0.11 if llir> o7<me 

were completely de~lrnvflrl?" 



OZONE FACTS 

1. There are two areas of ozone - stratospheric and ground level. 
2. Ozone is toxic to humans. It destroys lung tissue. 
3. Ozone requires ultrviolet radiation to change nitrogen dioxide 

and oxygen to ozone and nitrogen. 
4. Ozone is present on II hazy days". It appears brownish-yellow and 

signals the presence of nitrogen dioxide. 
5. Ozone falls into a category of compounds called VOC's (Volatile 

Organic compounds). 
6. Ozone occurs naturally. 
7. Ozone is colorless with a distinctive II fresh air" smell 

experienced frequently during thunderstorms. 
8. Ozone breaks down rubber. 
9. Ground level ozone can drift with polluted air masses several 

hundred miles from their sources. 
1 0. Ozone can injure many different species of plants, including 

evergreens, broad-leaf trees, shrubs, herbs, domesticated 
crops and grasses. 

11. The Milwaukee metro area is one of the nation's nine worst areas 
for ozone pollution. 

12. Motor vehicles, including trucks, buses and automobiles are 
responsible for more ozone formation (60%) than industry 
(20%). 

1 3. Other common comsumer items that contribute to ozone 
formation inculde: fast-drying paint, aerosols, nail polish 
remover, and lawn mowers. 

14. The nine county area in Wisconsin that does not meet federal 
guidelines for ozone standards includes: Milwaukee, Kenosha, 
Racine, Ozaukee, Sheboygan, Manitowoc, Kewaunee, Door, 
Waukesha, and Washington Counties. 

1 5. Vapor recovery gasoline pumps will be mandatory according to 
the Federal Clean Air Act Amendments by June, 1994. 

1 6. Ozone irritates eyes, noses, and throats. It scars lung tissue and 
depresses the immune system. 

17. Compressed natural gas and propane gas (which burn cleaner) are 
being tested and used successfully in place of fossil fuels such 
as gasoline and oil. 

1 8. Ozone is not emitted directly into the air. 
19. Stratospheric ozone is beneficial and protects us from the sun's 

harmful rays. 
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20. CFC's or chlorofluorocarbons will be completely phased out of 
production by the year 1995. 

21. The hole in the stratospheric ozone is a direct result of 
chlorofluorocarbons and plays a role in the greenhouse effect. 

22. The national ambient air quality standard for ozone is 0.1 2 parts 
per million (ppm). 
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84 ;son Plan 

PEOPLE AND CARS 

Concepts 

• Cars pollute the air as well as use up 
much energy. 

• Cars on the road most frequently have 
only one passenger. 

• The use of mass transit systems can 
reduce pollution and energy consump
tion. 

Objective . 

• To count the number of cars going by 
In 5 minutes and to count the number 
of passengers In each car. 

Notes 

© MCMLXXXVI Instructional Fair, Inc. 

Background Information 

Incomplete combustion In car engines 
produces serious amounts of pollutants 
in the atmosphere, among them carbon 
monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitric oxide, 
and sulfur dioxide. Lead Is another 
pollutant, from "anti-knock" gasolines. 
Car engines should be tuned up regular
ly to reduce such emissions and also to 
save energy, as a well-maintained car 
uses less gasoline. 

Energy efficiency and minimizing pollu
tion In transportation can be promoted In 
several ways. Use of car pools, to 
reduce the number of cars on the road, 
Is one way. Using smaller cars that get 
better gas mllage Is another. A well
planned mass transit system saves the 
most energy in the long run, but care 
must be taken to ensure maximum rider
ship-having a lot of vehicles with only a 
few passengers on each is wasteful. 
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Teaching Suggestions 

Ask the class If they can predict the 
number of people most often found In 
each car. Students will be able to 
observe pollution resulting from cars In 
need of a tune-up, which will have very 
dark exhaust fumes. 

In addition to counting cars, you may 
wish to have a few students tally vehicles 
by size. Upon your return to the class
room, a discussion can be held about 
vehicle size In relation to energy use and 
quantity of pollutants emitted. 

The data collected can be used further 
to find the average number of rides per 
car and the average number of people 
using the road In one hour (assuming no 
rush hours), using their observation. 
period as a sample. Then some 
discussion could be held about the 
feaslblllty of promoting a mass transit 
system along that particular route. How 
can people be persuaded to use buses 
or trains more often? 

Sidewalk Field Trips IF8503 
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Student Worksheet 

PEOPLE AND CARS 
Name ______________ _ 

FACTS FOR THIS LESSON 
Much of the pollution that people put into the 

· air comes from cars. Cars not only pollute, they 
use up a lot of energy, too. Today you are going to 
make a survey of cars driving by and their passen
gers. 

WHAT TO DO 
Go with your teacher to a busy road or street 

near your school. Get comfortable because you 
will have a little wait. Count the number of cars 
that go by in 5 minutes. Also note the number of 
people in each car. Record your count by making 
Jtt(I marks in tht: column on the left, on the 

proper line. 

NUMBER OF CARS 2ND SURVEY 

with 1 person 
with 2 people 
with 3 people 
with 4 people 
with 5 people 
with 6 people 

Take a second survey for 5 minutes more to find out if your numbers are 
about the same. Record your count in the column marked "2nd Survey." 

ANSWER THESE 

What was the number of people per car that occurred most often? ____ _ 

From what you obseNed, are there many people using car pools? ____ _ 

NOW TRY THIS 
Think of a way that people could travel- using less energy 

and causing less pollution. 

© MCMLXXXVI Instructional Fair, Inc. 79 Sidewalk Field Trips IF8503 
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L 86 1 Plan 

PLOT STUDY OF A FIELD 

Concepts 

• A field Is an open area that is not 
mowed or cared for. 

• A variety of plants and animals can be 
found in a field. 

• Organisms found in a field will differ 
from those in a lawn. 

Objective 

• To observe organisms present in a 
small area of a field. 

Materials 

• wire hanger circles, thermometers, 
hand lens 

Notes 

© MCMLXXXVI lnstruclional Fair, Inc. 

Background Information 

A vacant lot or roadside ditch can 
serve as a "field" es long es they have 
not been mowed. A field will show 
greater diversity in organisms than a 
lawn. Students will notice et once that 
there ere a great number of hopping end 
flying insects present. Grasshoppers, 
crickets, butterflies, end bees abound In 
almost any field. Students should look 
on the stems and undersides of leaves 
for insects as well. 

Some pieces in a field may be hot and 
dry, while other pieces may be quite 
moist. If the area is moist, sometimes 
moss can be found growing on the 
ground, as it receives shade from taller 
plants. Also in a moist area, the 
temperature might be slightly cooler if 
taller plants are present to provide 
shade. Small scavenging animals may 
move from dry areas to moist areas in a 
field. 

Seeds should be evident and wildflowers 
present. Insects ere attracted to the 
flowers, and birds will be attracted by 
the seeds. 

CAUTION 

Quite a lot of litter accumulates in 
many uncultivated spots, and the class 
should be warned about the possible 
presence of broken glass, barbed wire, 
rusty nails, and other scrap metal. Have 
children wear old clothes, preferably 
long-sleeved shirts and long pants such 
as jeans, and shoes-not sandals. This 
will reduce the possibility of scratches 
and cuts from brambles, broken glass, 
etc. 

Teach them to recognize and avoid 
poison ivy as well. Poison ivy appears 
as a ground plant, a climbing vine on 
trees and posts, and sometimes as a 
shrub. It can grow equally well in 
sunlight end shade. The old saying, 
"Leaves of three, let it be," should be 
drilled into the students. 

Try to find en observation area that is 
free of poison ivy, but in case of acciden
tal contact with it, have a supply of strong 
soap, such es Fels-Naptha laundry soap, 
on hand. Washing the affected area with 
a thick lather of strong soap within an 
hour of being exposed will often be of 
value in preventing a rash. The rash is 
caused by en allergic reaction to an oil 
present in all parts of the plant-leaves, 
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stems, and roots. Merely rinsing the skin 
with water will not remove the oil, end it 
can be transferred to other parts of the 
body-and to other people-very rapidly 
through contact with clothing, books, 
tools, etc. Calamine lotion relieves the 
Itch if a rash does appear. If the rash 
spreads to near the eyes or genitals, it 
should be treated by a physician. 

Teaching Suggestions 

Students again might be asked to pre
dict what they think that they will find. 
Do they think that they will find more or 
fewer kinds of living things than they did 
on a lawn? 

A field offers a great opportunity for 
students to begin en 1.nsect collection of 
their own. See the techniques listed 
above for Information. 

After the activity has been completed, a 
listing of plants and animals found could 
again be put on the chalkboard and 
compared with the fists gathered in "Plot 
Study of a Lawn." 

poison ivy 

Sidewalk Field Trips IF8503 
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Student Worksheet 

PLOT STUDY OF A FIELD 
Name ______________ _ 

WtiAT TO DO 
After your plot study of a lawn, you are now 

1:eady to do a plot study of a field. A field is an 
open area that people have not mowed or cared 
for. There will be different plants and· animals 
here from those in the lawn. 

' 
Toss your wire hanger circle in a field. You may 

have to adjust it slightly if it gets caught on some 
tall weeds. Answer these questions as you 
examine the living things inside your circle. 

ANSWER THESE 
What is the temperature inside the circle? _____________ _ 

Is your plot moist or dry? (If it is dry, many of the plants may be dead.) __ _ 

Measure the tallest plant in your plot. How tall is it? _________ _ 

Are there any wildflowers growing in your plot? ___________ _ 

Can you find many seeds? ___________________ _ 

How many different kinds of plants can you find? ___________ _ 

Sketch, describe, or name all the different 
plants tJrnt you find. 

How many different kinds of animals can you find? 

Sketch, describe, or name the different animals 
that are in your plot. (Use your hand lens.) 
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AT THE EDGE 
OF THE WOODS 

Concepts 

• Plahl growth l!I oltan abundl\nl at tha 
8dg8 ol th11 wood!I. 

• Thl!I growth provlda8 animals with 
"cov8r." 

• Cer1aln plonl!I will !lurvlv8 on Iha 
@dg8, but not In th@ wood!I, b8cAu!ltt 
lh8r8 l!I lnad8QUAIA 8unllght In th8 
wood!I. 

Objective 

• To obMtvA An adga ar8A outslda a 
wood!I. 

Notes 

© MCMl.XXXVI lnslrucllon11f Fair, Inc. 

Background Information 

An edg8 ArM oul!llde II wood!I will 
U!IUAlly contain A wlda vorl9ly ol p1Anl8 
and r8!1ulllng animal 11111. In the !lprlng, 
the edg8 l!I V8ty colorful with many 
flower11. Throughout lh8 !lumm8r end 
fall. lh8 v8g81atlon wlll hava abundant 
b8rrl8!1 end '-'88d8. Anlmal!I wlll ba at
lrAcl8d by lh8 lood (Including bud!I, nul8, 
tmd l8nd8r !1hool!1), 11!1 well 8!1 by Iha 
!lh81ter allord8d by the thick growth. 

Th8 hom8!1 of rabbll!I, mlc8, and floma 
blrd!I will ba el ground lt1v8I In "8!1111 of 
twig!! and clump!I of grAS!I. Wood
chuck!!, mol8!1, and chipmunk!! mnka 
lh81r hom8!1 underground. Blrd!I, !IUch 
A!1 grou!la Md woodcock, loy lh1tlr llgg!I 
In M!ll!I right on Iha ground. Howevar. 
lhay are c18verly cnmoulloged, and It 19 
unlikely you wlll ba tibia to !lpol them. 
Some small8r blrd!I wtll hava their nMl!I 
In thick !lhtnd!I of !lhrubbery thnt may 
llourl!lh In the arM. C1mllon chlldren not 
to touch Iha ne!ll!I. Woodchuck!! 
(ground hog!I) and C8r1Aln rabbit !1peclll8 
moke underground hom8!1 with both a 
"lront door" and "b1tck door." A 
r8h11fv9ly l11rg8 hol8 m1ty b81ong to A lox 
or A bodger. 

Edge IH88!1 m11y contain pol!lon Ivy. 
Chlldran !lhould learn to r8cognlza and 
ovoid It. It tnAy be In Iha form ol a 
ground plnnt, A cllmblng vine on lr88!1 
and posl!I, or !lomellmes ll!I a shrub. It 
can grow equnlly well In !lunllghl or 
shade. The old !IAylng, "LMve!I ol 
lhrM, let It be," 11hould be drlllad Into 
the !lludenls. 

Try to find an observ11tlon 1u99 that l!I 
frM of poison Ivy. but In case ol AC· 
cldenlal conll'lcl with It, h!'lve on hand II 
supply of tilrong !loop, !IUch l'l!I f'.'al!I
Naphlha laundry soap. Washing th@ t1f
fected orM with 8 thick lalh8r of strong 
soap within on hour of being 81<po!18d 
wlll often b8 of valu8 In pr8v8nUng a 
ra!lh. Th8 rll!lh Jg cAUMd by an oll8rglc 
tMcllon to t1n oll pres8nl In all p11rt11 ol 
lhff planl-18AV8!1, !llem!I, And roots. 
Mer81y rinsing Iha !lkln with w11l8t will 
not remov8 the oll, and It c11n b8 trt1n!l
f8rr8d to olh8r port!I ol th8 body-and to 
olh8r people-very r11pldly, through con
tact with clothing, book!I, tools, etc. 
C11h1mlng lotion r9llava!I th8 Itch If a rA!lh 
do8s appear. If Iha rash ~prMds to neer 
the 1tyes or genitals, It should be lrMted 
by a phy!llclan·. 

6 

LesgoM Plan 

Teaching Suggestions 

Htivfl Iha clA!l!I coma to Ad1ool w~brlnO 
Aturdy clothing, r,r11far11bly long-!IIMV!d 
!lhlrl!I find long panl!I, Auch u Jeans, 
and 9ho@!I r11thet thfln !Ulndolt. Thl!I wltt 
t8dUca Iha po!l!llblllty of 9ctlllchas from 
bramblH. 

Whan you ara In Iha ob!lervfttlon AtM, 
caution c.,lldr8n to wt1lk carefully. k8ai,
lng th81t 8yas opan for flmllll Anlm11IA
!lom8 Anlmal9 "frHta" for r,ro14Jellon, 
rathar lhAn ruh, And might b8 ln11d
v8rtantly Ateppad on. 

Attar ,.,,A "cllvlly has baM complelad. 
you may wl!lh lo h11va Iha cla!l!I axplot8 
othar 4Jdge AtAM. Auch M whara A 
fore!II or llald m9918 A pond, In ordar to 
maka comparl9on9 tllnd conlrl\91!1 b11-
tw99n dllf1trant lc:lnd!I of 8dga At8M. 

pol!lon Ivy 

Sldew11lk Fl9ld Tripe IF8503 
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Student Wotksh@et 
AT THE EDGE 
OF THE WOODS 

FACTS FOR THIS LESSON 
When you walk from open land into the woods, 

you pass through an area~ lhal is known as .. edge." 
This edge ofa wooded area is usually a border of 
bushes and other low growth. Many limes lhe 
growth is quite thick. 

Many plants need so _ml!_ch sunshii,e that they 
cannot grow in_ the shade. lf they sprout in the 
woods, the young plants soon die from lack of sun
light. At the edge of 'the woods they get lots of 
sun 1 ight. 

The woods' border or edge is more than just 
growing plants. It provides homes and sheltet for 
wild birds and many other animals. We say that, 
these animals are provided with "cover." "K? 
WHAT TO DO ]'.~ffl_NJ~~,"~ ~~~ 

Today you will visit the edge of the woods. At1- ~~ ·,,"-~/. 
swer these questions as you make your ohserva- ~ t~r-

~ 

tions. ~: 
1. Do you think that a mouse could hide here? 

2. Do you think that a rabbit could hide here? ___________ _ 

3. Do you think that a deer could hide here? 

4. Can you find betties or seeds that animals could eat? _______ _ 

5. Can you find ahy animals? ______ If ·so, what ahirnals did you find? 

Look for signs of animals, such as droppings, 
fur, feathers, or results of eating. I 

6. What did you fihd? ____________________ _ 

~ ,1 . -

pine cone 
eaten by squirrel 

;> MCMLXXXVI ln,lructlonal F11ir, Inc. 

nut eaten by mouse 

7 

nut eaten by squirrel 

twig eaten by 
rabbit or mouse 



Topic c 

Age Group 

Curriculum 
Area 

Objectives 

Location 

Activities 

Materials 

90 

The MIiwaukee River and Its Shore.~: A.Home for 
Plants and Animals 

grade 6 - 8 

science 

the students will be able to 
1. explain the characteristics of riparian areas 
2. explain the concepts of biodiversity and 

indicators of water quality 
4. collect a water sample from the river 
5. identify some plant and animal species living in 

and near the water 

river.edg.~ on SW end of Riverside Park (point C) 

review of concept of riparian area. biodiversity, and water 
quality indicators using info cards e, f, g (5 min) 

one student equipped with long rubber boots and a scoop on 
a long handle collects water samples (1 O min) 

the other students measure water and air temperature, and 
water pH and record data on handout 4 (1 O min) 

students identify some water and wateredge species usinn 
signs VI and VII,. collected water samples, and magnify 
glasses (min) 

sign VI: 
sign VII: 

infocard e 
infocard f 
infocard g 

Riveredge Plants and Animals 
Aquatic Species 

Land along the River, the Riparian Areas 
Biodiversity in the River 
Water Quality Indicators 

handout 4 data sheet 

clipboards and pencils 
containers for water samples 
scoop 
thermometers 
pH paper 
magnifying glasses 
rubber boots 
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Before Field trip Discussion of tt1e ·concepts which will be oemonstrated 
Activities: during the fieldtrip 

After Fieldtrip 
Activities 

1. AQUATIC PROJECT WILD: Water Canaries p.35 - 39, 
using collected water samples 

2. Optional: AQUATIC PROJECT WILD: Riparian Retreat 
p. 31 -33 

4. Administration of evaluation instruments. 



~ign VI: 

Riveredge--Plants andAfiimals 92 

Great Blue l-Ieron Weeping Willow 

Smartweed 

Spotted Sandpiper 

Mallard 
Green Heron 



Sign VII: 

Aqt1atic Species ---

~ 
~-
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Mayfly Larva (8.5X) Snail (3X) Mussel ( l.5X) Stonefly ( l.4X) 

Leeches (3X) Daphnia (22X) Asellus (6X) Cyclops (28X) 

Midge Larva (bloodworm) ( 1 lX) Caddisfly Larva ( 1.5X) 

Bullhead 

(one half size) 

. ----- . -=-:.--;-,---
. , ···-•-. 
. ' 1:-::;:,. . 

• ·~··.:: __i::'··\1.1fl.,,tf~,~ - ,c --------- • __ ,J IJ 11 '.-

- . -~ 

Small Mouth Bass 

(one third size) 
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Handout#4 

Observations Predictions 

Water tern peratu re -----------t-----------

Air temperature 

pH acidity 



Topic A: 

Topic B: 

Topic C: 

Material for ·optlonal Activities 

AQUATIC PROJECT WILD p. 125 
AQUATIC PROJECT WILD p. 163 

AQUATIC PROJECT WILD p. 109 
The River: Timeline information DNA 

AQUATIC PROJECT WILD p. 31 
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All AQUATIC PROJECT WILD materials© 1987, by the Western Regional 
Environmental Education Council. All rights reserved. 



To build the penetrometer: 

96 
BUILDING A PENETROMETER 

(1.) Tape the two cardboard pieces together on one side so that the pieces can open and close like a book. 

(2.) Punch a hole in each piece of cardboard so the holes line up when the pieces are laid 011 top of one 
another. 

(3.) Glue the spool to the cardboard on the outside of one hole so that the hole in the spool lines up with 
the holes in the cardboard. 

( 4.) Sharpen the end of the golf tee in a pencil sharpener. Glue the bottom of the drinking cup to the top 
of the golf tee. Try to glue it as close as possible to the center so it will balance well. 

, 

To use the penetrometer: 

( 1.) Record information about the leaf on Master 1.2e, Data Collection for a Penetrometer. 

(2.) Place the leaf between the cardboard pieces. Close the pieces together. 

(3.) Hold the penetrometer on the edge of a table with the drinking cup uppermost. Make sure that the 
hole in the spool extends completely off the side of the table. 

(4.) Insert the golf tee into the center hole of the spool. 

(5.) Slowly pour water into the cup until the weight of the water makes the tee break through the leaf. 

(6.) Pour the water in the cup into the graduated cylinder or measuring cup, and record the volume of 
water it took to break through the leaf. 

(7.) Record the answer on Master 1.2e, Data Collection for a Penetrometer. 

78 
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DATA COLLECTION FOR A PENETROMETER 

Plant Age Growth Sun or Soft or Volume Order from 
Name (Old or (Fast or Shade Tough of Water Water Test 

New) Slow) (ml or oz) (See ► below·) 

► For Order Column: After the table is complete, decide which plant required the largest volume of water 
for the tee to break through the leaf. This is the toughest leaf. Place a "1" in the order column for this 
plant. The plant that required the second largest volume of water receives a "2" in the order column, and 
so on for the other plants. 

79 
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Activity Sheet 2: Where do you and your trees nve? 

9 

Use this activity to think about where trees live and why, and . 
collect some information about the area and the weather you share 
with the trees. The file TOPO is a data base in which you can record 
the information; this will make it easier to share the information 
over the network. Use this sheet to make notes of your research 
before entering it into the data base. 

P r . re Immarv m orm . f ar 10n s h t T ee: rees In our area 

Topographical information 

Latitude: 

Longitude: 

Elevation above sea level: 

Nearest body of water: 

Distance to nearest body of water: 

Distance to river or other flowing water: 

Distance from sea: 

Climate information 

Average date of first frost: 

Average date of last frost: 

Average annual rainfall: 

Coldest temperature: 

Hottest temperature: 

Depth of frost line: 

Average growing season: 

About your town 

Town: 

State: 

Population: 

Area: 

Population density: 

Major industries: 

-. 

0 1990 TERC, Inc. All rights reserved. Trees vo.o 
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Tree data: sheet: Street trees project 

Team ndme and #: 

Kind of tree: 
) 

Diameter at chest height (1.5 m): 
-

, pav~d area around tree (sq m): 

Is the soil ~ompacted? ' 

Distance to nearest building: 

Approximate distance to nearest tree: 
i 

Tree shaded? 

Bare bra~ches (n<:'ne, very few, more than half): 

Leaves yellowed (y /n)? 
I 

' ea fen (y /n)? 

diseased (y /n)? 

Insects oA leaves (y /n)? 

on bark (y /n)? 

Trunk: i 

bark split (y /n)? 

vandalism (y /n)? -

rot(y/n)? 

girdled (y /n)? 

branches sprouting from base (Y /n)?, 

Trees V 0.0 C 1990 TERC, Inc. Alt right,~-
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name ------------ PLANT SCAVENGER name ___________ _ 

1) worst leaf for catching sunlight 

2) something that helps a plant get closer to the sun 

3) something that helps a plant not to get eaten 

4) next years leaves 
S) a plant th;_ stays green all the 'ttme 
6) a plant that is not green 

7) a plant that some animal chewed on 

8) part of a plant that is food for a bee 

9) a plant that needs a shave .. 
10) a round ball of small. tubes 

11) leaf with a white "V" on it 

12) a plant that has~ stioni odor tha~ you like and is different from oth 
, . 

13) a plant that has a miniature•umbrella 
pla 

14) a plant that gives you gold dust when you touch it in the right place 

15) something a flower turns into 

16) something that captures and stores energy 
I 

17) a plant that lives.on another plant 

18) a piece of the skin of a tree 

19) something you want to know more about 
20) a plant that is a home for an animal 



Clues . 
1. Something bending toward the sun 
2. Something hiding from sunshine 
3. Something that may become patl of 

a cloud 
4. Something that tells you the wind Is 

blowing 
5. Something left by the taln 
6. A sign of an animal used In folklore to 

11 predict" the weather 
7. A bad place for a f)etsbn to seek 

shelter during a lightning storm 
8. A tJlace where lclcles might form 
9. A place where weather has damaged 

a building 
10. A good place for a person. to se'ek 

shelter durtng a tornado 
11. Sign or an animal that likes rain 
12. A place lo .go where It's cool 
13. A place where rain has moved the 

soil 
14. A place that gels little sunshine 
15. Something that bends In the wind 
16. Something that won't bend In the 

wind 
17. Something that reflects lots or sun

light 
18. Something that absorbs lots of sun-

light 
19. Something that will soak up rain· 
20. Something that makes rain splatter 
21. Something that protects people from 

rain 
22. Something that uses sunlight or wind. 

or water lo work • · 
23. Something that smells better aft(fr a 

taln shower 
· 24. /\ good windbreak 

25. Something shaped by wind or water 
26. /\ sign of lightning damage 
27. Something the color of the.sky 
28. Something the color or snow 

- 29. Something that would make snow 
melt 
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1. Something bending toward the sun 
2. Something hiding from sunshine 
3. Something that may become part of · 

a cloud 
4. Something that tells you the wind Is 

blowing 
5. Something left by the rain 
6. A sign of an animal used in folklore to 

"predict" the weather 
7. A bad place for a person lo seek 

shelter during a llghlnlng storm 
8. A place where Icicles might form 
9. A place where weather has damaged 

a bul1dlng . 
1 O. A good place for a person to seek 

shelter duting a lotnad9 
'i 11. Sign of an animal that likes rain 
' 12. A place to .go where It's cool 
13. A place where rain has moved the 

1 • soil 
14. A place that gets little sunshine 

· 15. Something that bends In the wlnd 
16. Something that won't bend In the 

wind 
17. Something that reflects lots of sun-

light 
18. Something that absorbs lots of sun-

light 
19. Something that wlll soak up rain 
20. Something that makes rain splatter .. 
21. Something that protects people from 

rain 
22. Something that uses sunlight or wind. 

, or water lo work • 
23. Something that smells better aftet a 

rain shower 
24. A good windbreak 
25. Something shaped by wind or water 
26. A stgn of ltghtnlng damage · ' · 
27. Something the color of the· •sky 
28. Something the color of snow 
29. Something that would make sAhw 

melt 



TIMELINE INFORMATION 
8.000 BC 

Glaciers formed Wisconsin 

1665 AD 
The Fox. Mascouten. Potowatam1 

and Menominee Indians settle 
along the Milwaukee River from 

present-day Milwaukee northeast 
to Sheboygan 

1790's 
Jacoue Vieau establishes first 

trading past along lhe Menomonee 
River at what 1s noN Mitchell Park 

in the city of Milwaukee. 

topagraphy. 

7.000 BC 
Eight Native Amencan cultures 
flounshed In Southeast Wisconsin. 

1674 
Pere Marquette explores the rrver 
basin. 

1818 
Solomon Juneau establishes first 
trading post along the Milwaukee 
River at the present-day intersec
tion of Water Street and Wisconsin 
Avenue in downtown Milwaukee. 1837 
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1820's 
Milwaukee harbor becomes an 

active P0r1 of call for commercial 
vessels hauling iron ore. coal. 

meat. brick. leather and malt. Up to 
180 vessels dock each year by the 

late 1830's. 

Milwaukee·s North Averue Dam is 
built to power Byron Kitboum's 
dream of a canal ~nklng the M~
waukee River to the Rock and 
beyond to the Mississippi. 

1856 
Pooutar demand leads to the first 
SW1mmIng schools on both banks 

ol the Milwaukee River near the 
city·s present-day North Avenue. 

1870 
The Milwaukee poputaliOn doubles 

In one becade to 204.000. The first 
sewer systerns. made of wood. 

carry waste from nomes and busi
nesses directlv to the Milwaukee 

and Menomonee rivers. 
1920's 

Large cargo-handling facdilies bud! 
for port area. 

1940's 
Pollution causes once popular 
swimming schools along lower 

stretches of lhe Milwaukee River 
to close. 

19n 
Canada and the U.S. enter a Great 
Lakes Water Quality Agreement lo 

monitor and reduce toxics and 
other nonpornt source potlultOn 

Milwaukee Harbor Is targeted. 

1978 
Rrvers and lakes remain polluted. 

The state legislature creales the 
Nonpornt Source Potlut10n 

Abatement Program. 

1984 
The IegIsIature creates lhe Milwau
kee Rrver Basin Pnonty Watershed 

program (Act 4161 lo step up 
improvements In water quality. fish 

and wildlife habitat. groundwater. 
wetland and shoreland protectton. 

and recrea1t0n. 

1988 
Opening of first downtown 

Milwaukee nverwalk with team-up 
of pubhc and prrvate financing. 

1990 
First Annual Reoort on the 

Milwaukee River Basin published. 



1854 
The mouth of the M,twaukee Arver 
,s moved to allow sale passage tor 
sn,ps to nanci wate,wayS .. Jones 
1s1anc:1:· actually a pen,nsula ,s 
ronneo in ll"le orocess 

1860's 
··0on·1 0rin1c the ware,·. - ,s a 
common senrrment of the rrme 
Alter tl'llny years ot actrve seme
ment. lhe Milwaukee Rrver IS 100 

POiiuted lo prOYlde df•nlong warer 1909 
Cariaoa ano the U S sigr, a 
Boundary Waters Treary ro senie 
e1IsOU1es ana tdent1ly orOblems 
common ro ll"le Great Lakes Tl"ley 
form an 1n1ema110nal Jorn/ Com-
rTllSSIOn IUC! 

1925 
First Milwaukee area sewage 
treatment 01an1 consrructed on 
JoneS ISiand 

1955 
Aecreatronai value ot ll"le MIiwau
kee Rrver nas crmnsned Com
mercial value oroos as freeways 
make trucking ana ra• 1ransoorta-
1ton more elfroent ,nan rrver cargo 
earners Tne rrver oecomes ll"le 
oaCk ooor 01 ousrness 

1972 
Feaerat Ciean Water Acr oasses 
reouwrng stares ro etrmnate water 
pollurron from sewaoe treatment 
facrt11,es. ano lf'duStnes Caws on 
states 10 restore waters ro hsnacie 
ano s_,,_,,.,aote conc:1t1rons 
1979 
Po,nt source 0011utt0n from tnduStry 
,s cunaneo unoer stare reguta1tons 
governing wastewater OIscna,ge 

1987 
West Beno Wooten M,NS oam 
removeo - 2 5 l'TllteS of Mtlw!IUkee 
River oecomes iree t,ow,ng 
c,eanses ,rse•, ana nas resurgence 
~ norinern o:.e sma11rncu1n anc 
rock cass 

1989 
r,,'.! M,rwaut<ee Journat runs a 
5-cav series 111 'f'Vareis - '"'= 
!=0u1,no of w,scor:s,n La'<es anc 
Streams Tne meo,a reoo:is 
cmzens saying tre t•me ,s r,gnr to 

1991 ·? cIean uo tne rrver svs1er-, 
The future o' M,iwaukee Rrver 
3asrn oerer,..•!'1e0 r:rv rne crttzens c· 
vv,sconsin ana rneir eiecteo 
reoresenratrves 
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Produud b., tit~ Wisconsin DNR and tit~ Mil-.aulctt Ri~r R~•italiza1ion C0111tci. 
for tit~ 1990 Annual R.~port on tit~ Suu~ of lit~ Milwaulu~ R.t•~r Basin. 



RIVERSIDE PARK NOW LESSON PLAN 

Students will brainstorm and define key elements of a park 
with a focus on ecology and conservation. 

Brainstorm the meaning of 
ecology & conservation 

Brainstorm the purpose of a park: 
Examples: 
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•people see and learn about native plants,trees, and habitats that are not 
usually found in the city 
• people can relax and play 

Procedures ( use worksheet) 
• Begin to walk on trail ( near locust street bridge) 
• li:;t plants and living organisms ( be specific) 

• List elements which are positive contributors to the ecosystem 
• List elements which show conservation efforts. 
• List the elements of the park that support the purpose of the park 

How could Riverside Park be improved ? ( focus on elements on 
worksheet) 

materials: 

Worksheets 
clipboards 
pencils 



Goal: 

~U'11:J:) QS~;JM~~ 
fSy lltttcky ~cbmt()t 
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The students will draw relationships between how children 
of the early 1 900s play and children of the late 1 900s play. 
They will discuss the use of nature versus technology. 

0 b j e ct iv es: 
The students will use their imaginations to create games 

for the group to play. 
The students will explore the park and brainstorm the 

possible uses of the natural setting for entertainment. 

Procedures: 
The students will discuss how children today entertain 

themselves. 
The students will brainstorm the way children in the past 

have played and the possible games they used to entertain 
themselves. 

The students will match up with a partner and develop a 
game using only the materials found around them. The partners 
will share their ideas with the whole group. 

The students will walk around the park and brainstorm the 
possible uses of the natural settings in different games. 

The students will play on a steep, muddy hill and challenge 
one another in different ways to make a game out of it. 
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ETHI-REASONING 106 

Ol3/ECT1VES 
Students will be able to: 1) examine their own values 
and beliers related to wildlHe and other elements or 
the environment; 2) listen to and respect the rights or 
others to maintain different values and belids; and 3) 
evaluate possible actions they might take that have 
impact on wildlHe and.the environment. 

METHOD 
Students read, discuss, make judgments and write 

about hypothetical dilemmas concerning wildlire 
and/or natur,11 resources.·- .. 

BACKGROUND 
11,is activity is designed to give students the opportu
nity to examine their own v,1lues and beliers as they 

relate to wildlire and other elements or the environ

ment. It is not the intent or this activity to prescribe 
"right" and "wrong" answers for the students. One 

exception it in the areas where inrormation about 

laws is conveyed. 

There are variations from state to state in laws aHect-

ing wildlHe and the environment. Each st;1te hi1s an 

oHicial public agency that is legally responsible for 

caring for most wildlife within the state. This agency 

. 
to t;1ke an injured wild animi1I home to care for it. for 
example, birds or prey cannot be cared for by privat, 
dti7.ens unless those cili7.ens have i1 permit to d(l !IO. 

There are many laws, and they are complex. Again, It 
is usdul and important to contact local authoritie, 
about the li1WS protecting and arrccting wildlire In 
your area. 

Whether right or wrong, questions or law can be S('pa
rnted from questions or ethics. At a personal level, an 
individual's choices as to what seem right or wrong 

for him or her in terms or values and behaviors may 

be described as a personal code or et~ics. Hunting, for 

example, is controversial ror some people rrom an 

ethical point or view. Some people sity that even 

though hunting is legal, it is unethical, because a 
hum,1n being is taking the IHe or a wild animal. Oth

ers believe hunting to be a responsible and ethical 
form or recreation, acquiring food, or animal popula

tion control. These differences or belief may be sin

cerely held. Whether or not a person chooses to hunt 

is a personal choice dictated by one's personal ethics 

Conflicts arise, however, when a person motivated b) 

one set of ethics tries to force his or her ethics on oth

ers through activities such as arguments, harassment 
or legislative action. 

can be contacted in your state to request genernl infor
mation about laws affecting most wildlife in your 
area. For example, it is legal to hunt and flsh for some 
animals in all states; however, what animals and 
under what conditions are specified by laws and reg

ulations for which the state wildlHe agency is respon

sible. There are also rederal regulations affecting 
wildlife. The U.S. Fish and Wildlire Service can be 
contacted for information about such laws. For exam
ple, Federal law 'protects all birds or prey-eagles, 
hawks and owls-from shooting or any ,.other inten

tiona I cause of death. injury, or harassment. All 

threatened and endangered species are p;otected by 

law. Songbirds are protected by law; that is, it is ( 

against the law to intentionally harm songbirds. It is 

also genernlly illegal to possess birds' ne~ts, eggs ,md 

feathers, even those round lying on the ground. It is 

generally against the law to pick up the carcass or an 

animal which has been killed by a vehicle along the 

highway or road. Instead, local wildlire authorities

should be notHied. In many cases, it is against the law 

It is the major purpose of this activity to provide stu 

dents with an opportunity to come to their own judg 
ments about what they think are the most respon!'ibl, 
and appropriate actions to take in situations aHectin1 
wildlire and the environment. 

.,. 

--. !, .... -. '. -=----
~ - -
~ -~ 

/ 
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MATERIALS 
copies of "dilemma cards" 

PROCEDURE 
I. From the attached pages the teachers should copy 

and cut up the dilemma cards. Other dilemmas could 

be written that are more specific to problems in your 

area. Students could also be involved in the process of 

creating the dilemma cards, with each student respon

sible for one card. Dilemmas can be left entirely open

ended, with no options suggested for consideration. 

2. Divide the class into groups of four, and give each 

group a stack of dilemma cards. Place them face 

down at the center of the group. 

3. The first student draws a card from the top of the 

stack. The student studies the situation, decides what 

he or she should do, and formulates his or her reasons. 

4. When the student i!; ready-typically in less than 

two minutes-the student reads the situation and the 

options aloud to the rest of the group. The student 

gives the decision he or she has chosen and describes 

the reasoning involved. In turn, each of the other 

members of the group is invited to comment on the 

dilemma and what he or she would do in the situa

tion. The discussion of each dilemma by the members 

of the group should take about five minutes. The per

son whose dilemma is being discussed should have 

the opportunity to ask questions of the other members 

of the group and to offer clarification about his or her 

decision. The discussion gives the students experience 

in having ideas examined by peers and is intended lo 

remind the students of the need to take personal re

sponsibility for decision-making. It is not necessary 

and may not be desirable for the students to reach con

sensus; there are legitimately ranging views of the 

most appropriate and responsible actions to take in 

many situations. The purpose is to provide students 

with an opportunity lo examine, express, clarify and 

take responsibility for their own reasoning. 

5. The card is then returned to the bottom of the 

stack and the next student selects a card from the top 

of the stack. Continue this process until all students 

have had the opportunity to express their decision 
and rationale about a dilemma. 
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EXTENSIONS AND VARIATIONS 
1. Here are a few other general topics around which 

dilemma cards could be created: abandoning pets to 

fend for themselves to try to find new homes; impact 

of pets on wildlife, such as cats catching wild birds 

and dogs chasing deer; use of pesticides in gardens; 

live Christmas trees versus artificial; acid rain; picking 

wild flowers and fruit; feeding wildlife around your 

home,etc. 

2. Adapt this to a debate format! 

3. Write and discuss your own dilemmas! 

EVALUATION 
Choose a dilemma. Write a short paragraph on the 

positive and negative effects of all the options listed 

for that dilemma. Indicate what additional informa

tion, if any, is needed in order to make a responsible 

and informed decision. Give two opposing and con

vincing arguments for how to respond to this dilem

ma. Identify what you judge to be the most responsi

ble decision; explain your reasoning. Explain how 

someone else could reach a different, yet valid, opin

ion with the same information. 

Age: Grades 5-12 
Subjects: Social Studies, Science, Language Arts 
Skills: analysis, application, discussion, evaluation, prob
lem-solving, small group work, synthesis, writing 
Duration: one 30 to 45-minute period 
Group Size: any; small groups of two to four students rec
ommended · 
Setting: indoors or outdoors 
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.D., V.A., V.8., V.8.1., 
Vl.8., Vl.8.1., Vl.8.2., Vl.8.4., VI.B.5., VI.C., VI.Cl., VI.C.2., 
VI.C.7., VI.C.12., VI.C.16., VII.A., VII.A.1., VII.A.2., 
VII.A.3., VII.A.4., Vll.8., Vll.8.l., Vll.8.2., Vll.8.3., Vll.8.4., 
Vll.8.7. 
Key Vocabulary: dilemma, responsibility 
Appendices: Local Resources 
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Dilemma Card 
A deer herd has grown so large during the past ten 
years that many or the deer appear lo be starving. The 
herd is severely damaging the habitat, eliminating 
much or the vegetation that the animals use for food 
or shelter. There is a disagreement within your com
munity as lo what course or action is best lo take. You 
are personally opposed lo hunting. A limited legal 
hunt ha~ been proposed in order lo reduce the size or 
the h~rd in this area. Should you: 

• Investigate and consider the situation lo see 
what, in yourJudgmenl, seems lo be· the most 
humane and rea!lon;il:,ie solution, including the 
reasibility or options such as m·bving some or the 
deer lo other areas, un,derslanding that they still 
mi'ly not survive; 

• attempt lo identiry the causes or this population 
increase and propose action lo return the system 
lo a balance; 

• organize a protest lo bring people opposed lo 
hunting lo the recreation area al the lime the 

legal hunt is lo begin; 
• allow the habiJal degradation lo continue and 

the deer lo starve; 
• leave it lo the stale wildfire agency lo work with 

the landholder lo arrive al a solution; 

• other. 

Dilemma Card 
Your fomily owns a 500-acre form. A tributary lo a 
high-quality fishing stream runs along the boundary 
of your property. The nitrogen- and phosphorous
based fertilizer which your family uses lo increase 
crop production is carried into the stream by rain run
orr. This type or ferlili7.er is inne11sing 11lg11e growth 
and adversely aHecting the fish population in both 
the tributary and the main stream. Your form produc
tion is your sole source of income, but your family has 
always enjoyed fishing and doesn't want lo lose the 
fish from the streams. Should you: • .. 

• change fertilizers even though ii mi1y reduce 
crop yield; 

• allow a portion of your land 11long the stream lo 
grow wild thus esl11blishing a bu Her zone (ripar
ian area); 

• investigate the possibility of gaining a lax ex

emption for the land you allowed for a buffer 

zone; 

• do nothing; 

• other. 
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Dilemma Card 
You are a homeowner in an area directly above a !mb
urban city. The local government oHicials have pro
posed the diversion or a small slrellm from the prnp· 
erly of several or the homeowners above the city, 
including yours, lo power a hydro-electric system, 
benefltting the entire city. As a homeowner, you o1re 
concerned with losing the aesthetic values or thi, 
stream from your property. You are also concerned 
about the eHect the removal or this stream will h,we 
on the fish and aquatic habitat. Another concern is 
that your property may lose some or its value for rt>

sale. You realize that your city needs lo supply elec
tric power lo all its citizens as cost eHe,ctively as possi
ble. Should you: 

• hire a lawyer and prepare lo sue the city for loss 
or property value; 

• form a coalition or homeowners to meet with 
city planners and explore possible alternatives; 

• sell your property before the project is begun; 
• decide the needs or the city are more important 

than either the consequences lo you persono1lly 

or the ecological costs; 

• other. 

Dilemma Card 
You are a farmer. You've been studying and hearing 
about farming practices like leaving edge areas for 
wildlife and organic pest control. Although the~, 
practices may improve your long-term benefits, they 
may reduce your short-term profits. Y(lu are already 
h;iving trouble p.iying your l11xes ;ind keeping up 
with expenses. Should you: 

; • sell the f11rm; 
• keep studying farming practices but make no 

changes for now; 
• try a few methods on some of your acreage and 

compare the results with other similar areas on 
1 your land; , 

• other. 



Dilemma Card 

You are fishing at a secluded lake and have caught 

seven fish during your first day at the lake. Now, on 
the second day, the fishing has been great and you 
have caught five fish in the first hour, all of which are 

bigger than yesterday's fish. The law allows you to 

possess 12 fish. Shou Id you: • 

• continue to~fish and keep all the fish; 

• dispose of the smaller fish you caught yesterday 

and keep the big ones to stay within your limit; 

• have fish for lunch; 

• quit fishing and go for a hikei 

• other. 

Dilemma Card 

.. ·-

You are a member of a country dub that has recently 

voted to build a wildlife farm to raise animals for 

members to hunt. You are not a hunter, you think that 
hunting is only okay to do in the wild and you are op
posed to the building of the wildlife f.\rm. Should you: 

• stay in the club and do nothing; 

• stay in the club and speak out strongly against 

the subject; 

• resign from the club; 

• other. 

Dilemma Card 

You are on a field trip with your class to the zoo. Al

though you know that feeding of the animals by zoo 

visitors is prohibited, some of your friends are feed

ing marshmallows to the bears. Should you: 

• tell them that feeding marshmallows may harm 

the bears and ask them to stop; 
• report their behavior to the nearest zoo keeper; 

• ask the teacher to ask them to stop; 

• not do anything; 

• other. 
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Dilemma Card 

You are finally ilble to build the home your family has 

dreamed about. After reviewing the plans for your 
home, you realize that you cannot include all the fea

tures you had planned for, due to rising construction 

costs. You must decide which one of the following 

you will include: 

• solar healing; 

• recreation room with fireplace; 

• hot tub and sauna; 

• greenhouse; 

• other. 

Dilemma Card 

You are an influential member of the community. On 

your way home from work, you are stopped by a po

lice officer and cited for having excessive auto emis
sions. Should you: 

• use your influence to have the ticket invalidated; 

• sell the car to some unsuspecting person; 
• work to change the Jaw; 

• get your car fixed and pay the ticket; 

• other. 

Dilemma Card 

You are on a picnic with your family and you see an

other family leaving to go home, without having 

picked up th~ir own trash. It is clear the other family 
is going to leave litter all around. Should you: 

• move quickly and ask them to pick up their 
trash before they leave; 

• wait for them to leave and pick up the trash for 

them;. 
I 

• do nothing; 

• other. 
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Dilemma Card 
You are w.1lking in the woods and come upon a 
young fawn. There is no sign of the fawn's mother. 

Should you: 
•~ leave it where it i~; 
• move it to a sheltered area; 
• take it home; 
• other. 

Dilemma Card . 
You have found a young screech owl which you have 
managed lo raise lo millurily. You have been told that 
you cannot keep the owl any longer bec.1use keeping 
it without the proper permit is in violation of slate 
and federal faws. Should you: 

• offer it to your local zoo; 
• keep it as ii pet; 
• call the fish and wildlife agency ,md ask their 

advice; 
• determine ~hether it could survive in the wild 

and, if it appears it could, release it in a suitable 
area; 

• other. 

Dilemma Card 
You are president of a large corporation. You are very 

interested in pollution control and have had a task 
force assigned to study the pollution your plant is cre

ating. The task force reports that you are barely with
in the legal requirements. The plant is polluting the 
community. To add the necessary equlpmenl to re
duce pollution would cost so much that ,you have lo 
fire 50 employees. Should you: 

• ~dd the equipment and fire the employees; 
• not add the equipment; 
• wait a few years to see if the cost of the equip

ment will drop; 
• hire an engineering firm lo provide further 

recommendati1ms; 

• other. 
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Dilemma Catd 
You love children and would like to have a large fam
ily. You are aware, however, of the world's popula- • 
lion projections for the future. Should you: 

• plan lo have a large family anyway; 
• decide not lo have children; 
• limit yourself to one or two children; 
• other. 

Dilemma Card 
You are out in the woods with a friend when you spot 
ii h.1wk perched on a high limb. Before you realize 
what is h.1ppening, your friend shoots the hawk. An 
hour later, you .1re le.1ving the woods ,md are ap
pro.1ched by a slate wildlife officer who tells you a 
hawk has been illegally shot and asks if you know 
anything about it. Should you: 

• deny any knowledge of the incident; 
• admit your friend did it; 
• make up a story implicating someone else; 
• say nothing, but call the fish and wildlife officer 

later with an anonymous phone tip; 
• other. 

Dilemma Card 
You have purchased a beautiful ten-acre property in 

the mountains to build a summer home. One hillside 
, of the property has a beautiful view of the valley and 

lake below and is your choice for your honiesite. 

However, you discover there is an active bald eagle 
nest site on that hillside. The bald eagle is i;ensitive to 
disturbance around its nest tree and is a protected 
species. Bald eagles are highly selective in choosing 
nest sites and usually return to the same rie'st year 

· after year. Sho1,1ld you: 
• select a different site on the propehy to ~uild 

your home; 

• sell the property; 
• chop down the tree ,md build your hon1e; 
• other. 
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WATER'S GOING ON?! 1 1 1 

OB/ECTIVES 
Students will be abll' lo: I) re-cord ;md inll'rprc-1 how 
much w;ilc-r they use- in ;i 1foy ;ii school; ;ind 2) m;1ke 

recommc-nd,1lions as lo how thc-y Ciln save- a sir,nHi

canl percentage or that walc-r. 

METIJOD 
Students estimate and calculate walc-r u.sc- in sch<1ol 

and then design and try w;iy_s lo consc-rve waler. 

BACKGROUND 
Every molecule of walC'r that was p;esent when the 

earth's oceans were formed is still present today in 

one of water's three forms-as a gas, a liquid, or solid 

ice. Water molecules move at varying speeds through 

the water cycle. Waler in its gaseous form m;iy re

main in the atmosphere for about nine days but it 

may slay frozen in the Antarctic ice cap for up lo 

10,000 years. 

C 

Most of the freshwilter in the world is frozen in these 

polar ice c;ips. The J;,rgest p;irl of what remains is 

groundwater-underground water that moves be

tween layers beneath the earth's surface. 

In the United Slates, approximately half of the water 

used is drawn from groundwater sources. This 

amounts to approxim;itely 82 billion gallons a day of 

groundwater. Much of the groundw;,ter used will not 

be r('IUrnf'd to the groundw.iler !'lystem in the- n<'ar fu

ture. Shallow groundwater mily lrnve ;i renewill rate 

of about 300 yeilrs, .ind deep groundwiller (over 1,000 

meters deep) mily renew itself in ilboul 4,600 yeilrs. 

This rnuses an ever-increilsing drain on the ground wa

ter supply. As grou11dwilter drif'S up, stream flows are 

reduced. Ponds ;ind marshes dry up .ind plilnt species 

die out. The groundwater renrnining tnily also _become 

contaminilled by saltwilter intrusimror by pollution, 

rendering it unfit lo drink. All these results lrnve obvi

ous effects on wildlife, people, and the environnwnt. 

Most of the world's fresh water is used for irrigilfo111, 

but if a miljority of Americans practiced personill 

willer conservation and willer quality practices, ii 

would milke a real difference. 
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The major purpose of this activity is for stude'11, lo 
he-come ;iw;ire of the 11mount of wal('r they 11st' 11nd 

wast(' each d;iy ill school, ilnd lo make recommt'nd•
li1llls for ways lo conserve the waler both at school 

;ind ill home. 

MIITERII\LS 
chalkboard; paper and pencils; a vilriety of liquid 
measurement conliliners 

PROCEDURE 
1. Ask the students to estimate how much willer each 

student uses eilch day in school. Have containers of 

different volumes for students to use for referen~. 

Write their estimates on the chillkbo;,rd or on a chart. 

A chart may be made showing the class's estimate!! M 

follows: 

Gallons 2 

X 

4 

X 

X 

X 

6 

XXX 

XXX 

XXX 

8 

XXX 

XXX 

10 12 

XXX X:O 

xx 

2. Ask the students to monitor their use of waler '°' 
a day. They c.111 time their drinks of waler and reconl 
them in a notebook. Ask them lo do the 5ame for 
h;indwashing. They should also record the number of 

times they use the restrooms, etc. 

3. As a clilss, calculate the amount of waler used; e.g., 
run Willer from the fountain to a container for ten~· 

<1nds and see how much waler was used. Use thi, 

amount to calculate the amount per each drink thal 

the;sfudents ha_ve recorded in seconds. Do the sam, 
for the sink faucets. Multiply a standilrd aver;1ge of 
three gallons used per flush by lhe number of trips lo 

the restroom. Have each student come up with an In
dividual number of gallons used per day. 

4,- Compilre the estimates of water use to the adual 
waler used. 

5. Add all the indi"idual gallons of waler used lo ar

rive at a total for the entire ciass. Divide this amount 

by the number of students in the class. ln this way, In
dividual students can compare their individual usagt 

ilgainst a class average lo see if they are above or 

below average in their water use. 



6. Ask the students if it would be possible lo reduce 

the amount of water used, and if so, how. For exam

ple, cups could be used at the drinking fountain to re
duce the amount of water that goes down the drain. 

7. Put the students' suggestions into practice for a 

day or two. Then ask the students how water conser

vation practices changed what they did. What materi
als did they use or buy? Did their attitude change? 

How? Which changes in their behavior will they keep, 

as part of their personal lifestyles? 

EXTENSIONS 
I. Where does our water come from? How does it get 

here? Does our finding, transporting, and using water 

affect wildlife in any way? If so, how? After a discus

sion of the effects of water depletion an_d conservation 
on wildlife, draw two murals-one showing the effects 

of depletion and another the effects of conservation. 

2. Monitor water use at home (showers, dishes, 

clothes washing, lawn watering, etc.) 
3. Use this activity for paper and energy use and 

conservation. 

4. Incorporate use of elementary statistics in this 

activity! 

AQUATIC EXTENSION 
Do this activity in combination with one or more 

Aquatic WILD activities-for example, "Alice in Wa

terland" and "How Wet Is Our Planet?" 

EVALUATION 
I. Estimate the number of gallons of water you per

sonally use each day. Divide that usage into major 

categories. Present the data portraying your water use 

in the form of a graph. 

2. What activity of yours requires the most water per 

year? 

3. Describe and explain three ways you can decrease· 

your use of water. 

4. Describe and evaluate the seriousness of water 

problems you can identify which affect people and 

wildlife, now, and in the future. 
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Age: Grades 5-9 
Subjects: Mathematics, Social Studies, Science, Home Eco
nomics 
Skills: analysis, application, computation, discussion,' 
evaluation, generalization, observation, problem-solving, 
synthesis 
Duration: two 30 to 45-minute periods 
Group Size: any 
Setting: indoors 
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.D., V.B., V.B.1., 
VI.A., Vl.8., VI.C., VI.D., VII.A., VII.A.I., VII.A.2., Vll.A.3. 
Key Vocabulary: conservation, water 
Appendices: Local Resources, Metric Chart 
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-WHAT DID YOUR LUNSI-I 
COST WILDLIFE? 
OBJECTIVES 
Students will be able to: 1) lrace some foods from 

lheir source lo lhe consumer; 2) identify the impact 

lhose foods ,md their processing h,we on wildlife ,md 

the environment in gener.1I; .1nd 3) recommend, with 

exp1"n.1t~ons, some food h.1bits th.1t could benefit 

wildlife .1nd the rest or the environment. 

Use of inseclicid<'s 1111d herbicido::-s also aff<'cls lh(' rn
vironment, including wildlife. Obviously, if pcslicid('!; 

kill .1nd elimin.1le the food source for wildlife, lhe 

wildlife either le.1ves or dies. Indirect efrecls c.1n in• 

elude .1ccumul.1tion of pei;ticides in the bodies of ani
m.1ls such 11s pred.1tory birds, fish .1nd m11mmals, in

cluding people. 

METHOD 
Sludents tr.1ce food ilources, di.1gr.1m environment11I 

imp.1cts, .1nd .1pply the knowledge they g.1in by m.1k

ing ch.1nges in some or the!r consumer choices. 

BACKGROUND 
NOTE: Especi.1lly for younger students, thi!I .1clivity 

m.1kes " nice summ.1ry comp.1nion to "Wh.1t's For 

Dinner?" 

Mo!!I of us m.1ke lifestyle choice!! e.1ch d.1y lh.1t h.1ve 

some imp.1ct on wildlife .1nd the environment. M.1ny 

of I hose imp.1cls .1re indirect, .1nd therefore we are not 

.1s .1w.1re of lhem .1s we might be. The choice of food!! 

we e.1t, for ex.1mple, is .1n .1re.1 wilh m.1ny implic.1-

lions for wildlife .1nd the environment. 

The plAces .1nd w.1ys in which foods .1re grown h.1s 

imp.1ct. For ex.1mple, we know th.1t loss of h.1bit.1t i!I 

one of the most critic.1I problems facing wildlife. 

}fabit.1t m.1y be lost to .1gricultur.1I use or develop

ment .1s well .1s to industri.11, commerci.11, c1nd resi

denti.11 use!!. Given thc1t people need food, the wc1ys in 

which we grow thc1t food-c1nd the wny!I we cc1re for 

the l.1nd in the proce!ls-.1re very import11nt. P.1rmers 

c.1n tc1ke mec1sures to m.1int.1in .1nd improve wildlife 

h.1bit.1t .1s lhey grow and harvest their crops. They cc1n 

pc1y attention lo the imp.1ct of their growtng prc1ctices. 

Both inorgc1nic and orgc1nic fertilizers .1re commonly 

used in industric1l c1griculture. These compounds mc1y ,· 

run off_ or le.1ch into wc1ter supplies. In lc1kes, for ex

.1mple, lhis run-off mc1y contribute to c1 huge incre.1se 

in the growth of pl.1nt nutrients such .1s algc1e. This ex

cess growlh on c1ct as c1 pollutc1nt, poisonous to 

aqu.1tic .1nimc1I life such c1s fish, c1mphibic1ns, c1rthro

pods, .1nd insects. 

© 1992 We~tem Region.ti Envircinment.tl E<luc.tticin Cciuncil. 

Not .111 of the imp11C"t is due to some formers' prac• 

tkes, however. Cert.1inly the lrc1nsporl11tion, proc('!;S• 

ing, p.1ckc1ging 11nd m.1rketing industries .1re invoh·ed 

M well. Questions .1bout the n11turc1I resources in• 

volved in gelling the food from ii!! ~urce of origin lo 

the consumer c1re crilic.1lly imporl.1nl. One ex11mple ~ 

incre.1sed explorc1tion for c1nd development of fossil 

fuels used lo lr.1m;porl the food from growing site t<1 

consumer, used often lo fuel the procesi;ing, .1ml fr~ 

quently used in the pc1ckc1ging, .1s in the cc1se of frn;sil 

fuel-derived plc1slics. 

Elhic.1I coniiider.1tions cc1n .1li;o be rc1iiied concernin~ 

the imp.1ct upon individu.11 c1nimc1ls 11nd pl.1nts by lht

melhods used to produce food for people, .1s well a~ 

choices of which foodii lo eat. H the students have 
concern .1boul .1dopting lifrslyle hc1biti; that can be 
he.1lthful lo lhemselves c1t the sc1me time they have 

les!I impc1ct on wildlife c1nd the environment, lhey can 

look .1t the food they ec1t c1s one plc1ce to begin. 

The m.1jor purpose of this .1ctivity is lo prO\·ide a 

mec1ns for students lo begin lh.11 process. 

,MATERIALS 
writing c1nd dr.1wing m.1leri.1ls 

PROCEDURE 
I. Select ii proces!led food item. Identify the ilem'idn

greclienls. In " discussion with students, trace fhf 
item's ingredients .111 the w.1y b11ck lo lheir .origins. In• 

elude where c1nd how they grew or were formed and 

how I hey were hc1rvested, procesiied, transporrt-, 

pc1ck11gt>d c1nd m.1de c1vc1il.1ble lo the consumo::-r. · • 

2. Ask the students to genernle II list or f0ods lh<')' ri
lher brought or bought for lunch. Be sure lo includtt 

.1ny pack.1ging m.1leric1ls lhe foods c.1me in. 



3. Ask each student to pick one food to trace all the 

way back to its origins, including where and how it 

grew, was harvested, was processed (if it was!), was 

transported, was packaged and was made available to 

the consumer-the student. Ask the students to make 

simple flow diagrams of the path the food takes. (The 

students may want to do some research at this point 

to get some additional information.) 

4. Next ask the students to add drawings of possible 

and likely impacts to wildlife and the environment 

along the path their food took to get to them. 

5. Ask the students to report back to their class

mates-using their diagrams as a visual aid as they 

describe the path taken by their food and its impact to 

wildlife and the environment along the way. 

6. Ask the students to discuss and summarize their 

findings. 

7. Ask each student to think of one chan_ge he or she 

could make in his or her own lunch-time eating habits 

that would be likely to have a beneficial-or at least 
less harmful-effect on wildlife and the environment. 

Describe the reasoning for this change and evaluate 

its consequences. If, after examination, each change 

seems in fact to be helpful, suggest that the students 

try making their changes for a week. At the end of the 

week, ask the students to report back. Were they able 

to stick with the change? What happened? If they 
didn't make the change, why not? Did they forget? If 

they did make the change, did they find themselves 

making or thinking about any other possible changes? 

If yes, what were they? 

EXTENSIONS 
1. Map the energy used to grow and get the food to 
you. 

2. Include impact on other specified natural re

sources along the way. 

3. Distinguish between renewable and nonrenewable 
resources. 

AQUATIC EXTENSION 
If it is not already obvious, do this activity again ask

ing the question, "What Did Your Lunch Cost Aquatic 

Wildlife?" Think of whole populations of species of 

aquatic animals and aquatic habitats. 
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EVALUATlON 
1. Trace the possible course of a container of milk 

served in your school back to its probable source. 

What impact does this journey have on wildlife? 

2. Name three food habits that could reduce negative 

impacts to wildlife and the environment. Explain the 

reasoning behind your suggestions. 

Age: Grades 4-12 
Subjects: Social Studies, Language Aris, Science, Home 
Economics, Vocational Agriculture 
Skills: analysis, application, classification, comparing sim
ilarities and differences, discussion, drawing, evaluation, 
media construction, problem-solving, synthesis, visualiza
tion, writing (limited) 
Duration: one lo three 45-minute periods 
Group Size: any 
Selling: indoors 
Conceptual Framework Reference: I.D., 111.B., 111.B.1., 
111.B.2., IV.C., V.A., V.A.1., V.B., V.8.1., VI.A., VI.A.2., 
VI.A.3., VI.A.4., VI.B., Vl.8.1., VI.B.2., VI.B.3., VI.C., 
VI.C.16., VI.D., VI.D.1., VII.A., VII.A.I., VII.A.2., VII.A.3., 
VII.A.4., Vll.8., Vll.8.1., VII.IJ.3., Vll.8.7. 
Key Vocabulary: organic, inorganic, source, renewable, 
nonrenewable, impact 
Appendices: Monday Group 



ADJECTIVE HUNT 

Topic Area: Adjectives Hunt 

Curriculum Connection: Language Arts 

Materials: list of selected adjectives, paper, pencil 

Time: 30 minutes class period 

Size of class: 12 students / class; groups of 3 

Procedure: 

1. Take a nature walk looking for natural and manufactured 
objects to fit the adjectives on your sheet. 

2. Record your findings. 

Example: bumpy = rock ( natural) 
sharp = piece of broken glass (manufactured) 

* samples of adjectives: stiff, bumpy, ribbed, smooth, spongy, dry, wet, 
prickly, limp, rough, fuzzy, sharp, shiny, soft. 
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APPENDIX E 



TO: JR STAFF 

This is an update on the ENVIRONMENTAL DAYS scheduled for our 
student body for the end of May. 

Tuesday, May 24, 1994, Family 1 

Wednesday, May 25th, Family 2 

Thursday, May 26th, Family 3 

Friday, May 27th, Family 4 

We will be leaving JR around 9 or 9:30 depending on the buses we 
have been able to schedule, and are planning to be back at 2 PM. 

More information ( 'suggestions for lessons, teachers attending, 
costs, etc.) will be forthcoming. 

Thank you for your support of this project. 

Ms. Plunkett and the JR Collegial Team. 
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To: Staff Participating in Environmental Days 

Regarding: LESSON PLANS 

* A packet of ideas for lessons is available from the 
the following people: 

Tuesday, 5-24-94 Jenifer Gassman (212) 

Wednesday, 5-25-94 Cathy Cheek (205) 

Thursday, 5-26-94 Julie Buckholt ( 304) 

f riday, 5-27-94 Debbie Hoffman ( 118) 

Please sign up for a lesson you would like to teach. If you wish to 
create a lesson you are welcome to do that. I'd appreciate a brief 
description on any lesson you plan to use if it is not in the packet. 
This will help in setting up the schedule of lessons (i.e. we would 
not want two writing lessons back to back in the schedule). If you 
have any questions or want any help with a lessons or materials , 
please see me or any of the above mentibned staff persons. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN 
THESE ENVIRONMENTAL DAYS. 

ANNETTE PLUNKETT (208) 
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CHECK LIST FOR RIVERSIDE URBAN ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER 

1. fur each group you get check your list. Be sure you have all the kids. 

2. Check the master list for times. Stay on schedule. Always bring your group 
back to the red shed. 

3. Be sure you have all the materials you will need (pencils, paper ... ). 

4. Have the students use the bathroom before leaving Robinson. 
· bathrooms in the park for emergencies. 

5. Collect all student lunches and snacks and pack in boxes supplied 
during first hour. Have a student bring them to the cafeteria 
right away. Mr. Spearman will bring them later. 

6. Encourage the students to pay attention to the weather and dress 
accordingly. We will be closer to the lake. 

7. No trips away from RUEC. No trip to store for food. No Cousins or 

There are 

McD's etc. Students must stay in supervised area. ALL KIDS NEED TO BE 
ACCOUNTED FOR AT ALL TIMES. 

8. Decide which teachers will ride the bus. Other teachers can carpool. 

9. RUEC is located off of Locust, F.ast of Riverside H. S. and just behind it. 

IO.CAUTION: POISON IVY NEAR THE BRIDGE ON LOCUST. 
Remind kids not to 1i tter or to pick anything. 

11. Do you need to be inside the building ? Do you need tables and chairs ? 

12. What sports equipment should be brought along? 



Ill I MILWAUKEE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

11 May 1994 

Dear Parents, 
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JACKIE ROBINSON MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Math/Science/Open Ed. 
3245 North 37th Street 
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53216-3799 
Area 414: 445-7384 

Students in Family 1 will be involved in an all day field trip to the 
Riverside Urban Environmental Center on Tuesday May 24. The purpose of 
this special day is to raise the Environmental Awareness of our entire 
school population. While at the Environmental Center the students will be 
engaged in a variety of activities which show the relationship of 
environmental concerns to all subject areas. Students will participate in 
5 thirty minute classes, each with an environmental theme. 

Students will leave school at approximately 9:00, returning to Robinson by 
1 :50. Each student will need a bag lunch. After lunch there will be time 
for students to engage in recreational activities. Students are asked to 
return the permission slip, along with a $1.00 fee if they can attend this 
special environmental day. The fee will partially cover the cost of the 
bus, insurance, and 'special equipment needed to make this day a success. 

Due to the number of students participating in the all school trip, these 
permission slips are due by MONDAY, MAY 16. Have you son/daughter 
return the slip along with the dollar to their family science teacher. 

Thank you, 

(1M/i1.Ld-Z: C, lGc~fd 
Annette Plunkett 
Science Lab 

My son/daughter __________ _ has permission to attend 

the Environmental Education day, Tuesday, May 24. 

(Parent· signature) 
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AT LEAST 10 DAYS PRIOR TO THE EVENT, 
RETURN THIS FORM TO THE DEPARTMEN7 

OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION, 
ATTENTION: ROBERTA DlEDEN, ROOM 254 

SUBSTITUTE REQUEST FOR INS ER VICE 

SCHOOL: Division of Curriculwn and Instruction 

Requesting substitute(s) for the following DA TE(S): May 25, 1994 
(A separate rorm is required ror ta.t.h. date, 

unless the dates are consecutiyel 

lNSERVICE TITLE: Integrated Curriculum Observation LOCATION: Staying at their own 
schools 

• A Professional Leave form is not required. 
• If this inservice in vol yes more than one school, please list names 

alphabetically by school. 
• If this is a half-day inservice, please attempt to cover internally. 

Please try not to request substitutes for half-day only. 

Names of Teachers Requirin2 Substitutes: Grade Level/Subject: 

Edison Middle 
t-,-Robinson 
vRobinson 

Grantosa 
Grantosa 
River Trail 

E:IlNDING 

Sanchez, Ibis 
Plunkett, Annette 

Scharrer-Erickson, Karen 
Janelle Branscombe 

Jenny Peck 
Paula McLean 

Also indicate Bilingual or Ex. 
Ed. (including area ot Ex. Ed.) 

Science 
Science 
Science 
Science 
Science 
Science 

Unless other arrangements have been made, all substitute teachers arefundedfrom the local school 
budget substitute teacher account. 

BUDGET CODE: 1-10-4-784-576-022-221900 

CONFIRMING SUBSTITUTES; 
You must call the substitute office on the day prior to the inservice activity to confinn that the 
substitute teacher(s) will be assigned to your school as listed above. Failure to confinn with the 
Substitute Office will result in cancellation of the substitutes. 

Date of Request 
~a~ ;Q-~__.,J 

Signature of Curraiculum s~ft ,___, _ 

A COPY OF THIS FORM SHOUW BE RETAINED INTHE SCHOOL. 
80836 (3/j3) 
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AT LEAST 10 DAYS PRIOR TO THE EVENT, 
RETURN THIS FORM TO THE DEPARTMENT 

OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION, 
ATTENTION: ROBERTA DIEDEN. ROOM 254 

SUBSTITUTE REQUEST FOR INSERVICE 

SCHOOL: Division of Curriculum and Instruction 

Requesting substitute(s) for the following DA TE(S): May 26, 1994 
(A separate rorm is required ror u.c..h. date, 

unless the dates arc consecutive) 

INSERVICE TITLE: Integrated Curriculum Observation LOCATION: Staying at their own 
schools 

• A Professional Leave form is not required. 
• If this inservice involves more than one school, please list names 

alphabetically by school. 
• If this is a half-day inservice, please attempt to cover internally. 

Please try not to request substitutes for half-day only. 

~ames of Teachers Reguirine Substitutes: 

Morse Middle 
~obinson Middle 
v-Robinson Middle 

Wright Middle 
Wright Middle 
Kluge 
Kluge 
Park:view 

EJJNDING 

Meier, Howard 
Plunkett, Anneete 

Scharrer-Erickson, Karen 
Barry, Patricia 
Turner, James 

Miller, Timothy 
Price, Diane 

Weiner, Wendy 

Grade Level/Subiect: 
Also indicate Bilingual or Ex. 
Ed. (including area or Ex. Ed.) 

Science 
Science 
Science 
Science 
Science 
Science 
Science 
Science 

Unless other arrangements have been made, all substitute teachers are funded from the local school 
budget substitute teacher account. 

BUDGET CODE: l-tQ-4-784-576-022-221900 

CONFIRMING SUBSTITUTES: 
You must call the substitute office on the day prior to the inservice activity to confinn that the 
substirute teacher(s) will be assigned to your school as listed above. Failure to confinn with che 
Substirute Office will result in cancellation of the substitutes. 

~q,~ 
Date of Request Signature of Curraiculum Specialist 

A COPY OF THIS FORM SHOUW BE RETAINED /NTHE SCHOOL. 
80836 (31)3) 
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Riverside Urban 

Environrnental Center 
Fro1n the Presiclent 

T he last weeks have population and faculty at the 
been very busy at the Center. Over the course of 
Center and in the four days, groups of students 

park. On a beautiful Spring day studied life in the river, wrote 
in April, about 70 people par- poetry in the oak grove, con-
tici pated in our March-for- structed sun dials, made envi-
Paiks at Riverside and Gor- ronmental buttons, and more. 
don Parks. Its purpose --::--~ At lunch time their principal 
was to raise money ~~~~..,. delivered bag lunches. 
forenvironmental ;~: · · '·'< Luckily, the weather 

education pro- "'l~Jiil-.; cooperated. After 
grams at the Cen- "il!J!~i~ they left, the nature 
ter. It was a great .-.. ~~..,... area was even 
success thanks to cleaner than be- · 
the hard work of --~....:1.~ . fore- several 
many volunteers. .rmw,.~IM.: classes picked up 
(For more details -~. _,,,,,,.,..__ every little bit of 

look in the next is- ~ ~~li~~9. trash. What a re- _ 
sue of Center News). source this park 

Riverside Earth Weeks · has become for 
has become an annual event. 
This year about 800 students 
from nearby schools walked to 
the Center to participate in a na
ture program. Students from 
Riverside University High 
School helped out as naturalists. 
The weather was beautiful and 
everyone had a wonderful time. 
The children learned about en
dangered plants and animals. 
They also made posters to be 
mailed to Senators Kohl and 
Feingold. 

Shortly after Memorial 
Day, we hosted the entire Jackie 
Robinson middle school student 

our city's kids. 
And more good news! 

The nature area is now acces
sible from the bike trail for 
people using wheelchairs. 
Starting in the fall, some of our 
young friends from Gaenslen 
School will find it easier to get 
to all the interesting places in 
the park. 

Finally, we want to ex
press our:cgratitude to Ms. 
Vick, prin"'cipal at Gaenslen 
and board member of FRNC 
and John Winiarski, teacher at 
Gaenslen for the lay-out and 
printing at cost of the Center 

News. From now on it will be 
published bimonthly. An issue 
with the calendar of events will 
be alternated with an issue con
taining additional information. 

We are looking forward to 
seeing you at one of the upcom
ing Summer programs. If you 
know of someone who wants to 
be a participant in the "Celebra
tion of the Arts in Riverside 
Park", please let us know. 

Cordially, 
Else Ankel 
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PROJECT 

ORGANIZATIONAL PRACTICES . . .. ·. 

CONVENTIONAL 

Parents Uninvolved 

Subject Area Departments 

Faculty l!Jninvolv.ed· in. Decisians 

Prin-cipal as Mana~ie£. 

Central Office as Monitor 

Fixed Scheduling 

. Isolation of Teachers 

Community uninvolved 

Middle School in Isolation 

ACCELERATED 

Parents in Partnership 

·· :- :: Interdisciplinary Teams 
or Schools-within-Schools 

Camm.itteesforlnquiry 

P·rincipal· as,Co$Fdin~ 
and~ Facailli.ta(OI'. 

Active Central Office 
Support of School f · 

Flexible, Creative Scheduling 

Staff Interacts with,_ coaches, 
and supports each other 

Community Involved 

Aw:~~c1:tion with Elementary 
··:· · ···:·· and High Schools 

Accelerated Schools Project 
Stanford UniffJ'Sity 

Copyright MM'Ch 1990 
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ACCELERATED SCHOOLS PROJECT 

_:CURRICtJLAR :PRAC;TICES 

CONVENT--IONAL 

Remediation 

Stress on Factual Kn.owl1edg~ 

C0ncepts m ~!i,sa:act-

Disciplinary Focus 

Remedial Track 

''Traditional Content ·cove~ag~ · .. 

Core Subjects only 

Limited Access to 
_Extra~Curricular Activities 

ACCELERATED 

. _ .Enriched Approach-. 

Critical Thinking 
Social Skills 

Concepts applied to 
Real' Wl(l)did: and Personal Experience 

_Concrete Problem Solving 

InterdisdplinaryAppr0acli 
Language Across the Cuniculmn 

Common Curricular Objectives 

· :: Eqtiitabl¢·Cont_ent·coverage 
. . . . 

Full Range of Electives 
Arts, Career Information and P .E. 

~--
Universal access t\l 

·- :;::::::-::-: <Extra.;.Cumcular Activitier 

Accelerated Schools Project 
Stanford Umvemty 

Copyright M'MCh-1990 -· 
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ACCELERATED SCHOOLS PROJECT 

INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES. 

CONVENTION~L 

Rote Leaming and Drill 
. . .· . 

Textbooks 

Worksheets and workb.o.oks· · 

Lecture-style Teaching 

Teacher-Centered Classrooms 

Homogeneous Grouping 

Standardized:T~sts · 
External Assessment·,·. 

ACCELERATED 

Active and_ .Discovery Leaming 

Literature 
Primary Sources 

Pei!S0.n~ Community, 
and' Reali W@.dldi Experience; 

. Sfudien.t-construction ·. 
of materials 

Projects 
Expressive Modes 

Hands-on Activities 
Educational Technology 

·Cooperative: teaming· 
Peer and Cross-Age Tutoring · 

Student Responsibility 

Heterogeneous grouping 

· : .. :.::· '·:Aita-native Assessment 
· · •·· · -· · · · · Self-Assessment 

Accelerated Schools Project 
Sunford U~ity 

Copyright Mardi 1990 
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